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world is interested as never before
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FERENCE TAKE VIEW THAT
OVATION
AND THEATER MANAGEMENT
Resume Which the President Personally Delivers to Joint Mexico lies at last where all the
PRESIDENT IS RIGHT
FOLLOWS ACT.
MEMBERS HAVE FEW CHILDREN
AT PHOTOPLAY SATURDAY.
Session; Friendliness the Keynote Througout Entire State- world looks on. Central America is
about to be touched by the great
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particular America north, and south
Denver, Aug. 27. The Denver Post
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(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
This is to tell all the boys and girls
Something Had to Be Done, He Says, Therefore He Dispatched and on both continents waits on the San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 27. A today prints statements of air.eteen Sherbrooke, Que., Aug. 27. Harry that have not
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Mexico,
that
development
completed jury was sworn at noon governors attending the conference of K. Thaw, fugitive from Matteawan news that there is
Special Emissary to Investigate and to Proffer Whatever
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be sound and lasting only
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Assistance Might Be Needed to
theater Satur-d- a
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it be the product of a genuine free
the charges that he transported Lola President Wilson's Mexican message. definitely, to be "dealt with accordwhich
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yafternoon
ment Which Could Be Respected by All Nations of World dom and just and ordered gQvern-von- Xorrig from Sacramento to Reno for Most of the statements are favorable ing to law." This was the decision
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to state its case and begin
of discontinuance of a writ of habeas
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of Huerta's attempts to restore orgovernment.
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Wilson appeared in person before
doesn't mind helping give the
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Concluding his address the presi- waited many months, months full of
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consideration the right of Mexico as was received in silence by a packed kiddies a little fun.
congress and laid bare to the world dent predicted that "the steady pres- peril and anxiety, for the conditions light fixtures,
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concerning Huerta's rejection of the prejudice down and we shall triumph rather. The territory in some sort
Aza L: White, wealthy lumber deal
has been a severe critic of the na- the New Yrk lawyers were ruled out come alone or with, an, older sister
peace proposals and the policy to be as .Mexico's friends soner than we controlled
by the provisional authori er, 70 years old, married, has grown
pursued now by this government.
tional
administration in the Mexican would mean jail sentences for those or brother or friend, II their parents
could triumph as her enemies."
ties at Mexico City has grown small children.
making it
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war of any kind from the United printed document.
society
Governor Slayton, Georgia, said the oner lifted his hat and acknowledged were It
possible to accommodate all
States to- any part of the republic of Mrs. Wilson and her daughters andUently impossible by any other means W. Cv - 'Ipy. f mtr general man United States would not tie justified the demonstration.
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Charles E. Hunt, retired shoe mer zens.
partisans of either party to the con lers of the cabinet had taken places
27. New all the youngsters see the show anySherbrooke, Que., Aug.
test that now disrupts Mexico, or con on the floor. Every head in the cham- - of the republic. They have not made chant, married, no children.
Goevrnor Spry of Utah, said: "It is York
was ruled out of way, and wishes to exclude the giowu
state
Btitute ourselves the virtual umpire her had been bowed and the solemn-- ! "'"1 '"eir claim in fact. Their suc-itBenjamin II. Dibble, former captain easy to tell American citizens to get
in a dramatic pre people beacuse Of that fact. Othercourt
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of the occasion was Impressive
between them
of the Harvard football team, now out of Mexico.
None of us want
skirmish with lawyers for wise they would be running Kid's Maliminary
To urge all Amedicans to leave the house chaplain the Rev. Henry teporary. War and disorder, devasta- Pacific Coast manager for E. H. Rol- to see war, and
personally I do not
K. Thaw, the Matteawan fugi- tinees until midnight.
and confusion, seem to threaten to lins and
Mexico at once and to assist them to te Couden, in his opening prayer, said:
Company, brokers, married, think the whole of Mexico is worth Harry
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the
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deportation.
the
fortune
settled
overthrow
fighting
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no
the hearts
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children.
every possible
get away
the lives it might cost, but if we have
As friends we.
To let everyone in Mexico who as- rulers and sway the minds of these distracted country.
Superior Judge Globensky, hearing There are no strings of any kind at
F. C." Michaels, member of a whole to go in there with an army, I am In
sumes to exercise authority know that Thy servants, that as a nation we:'cn"ld wait no longer for a solution sale drug company, married, has chil favor of doing the job
arguments of Thaw s counsel on a tached to It, all that Is asked is that
right and tak- motion
to discontinue a writ of habeas the boys and girls get their tickets at
this government "shall vigilantly may move forward to all that is pure which every week seemed further dren.
ing over the entire country for our11 was our
watch the fortunes of those Ameri- and noble until all the peoples of all awayduty at least to
corpus, absolutely refused to entertain the Optic office Saturday morning afWilliam Adams, (No. 2), fire insur selves."
cans who cannot get away and shall the world shall recognize the purity volunteer our good offices to offer to ance, bachelor.
Ultimate war with Mexico is fore- the objections of Hector Verret, rep- ter 11:30. No tickets will be given
hold these responsible for 'their suf- of our motives."
assist, if we might, in effecting some
Thomas S. Haskins, coffee and tea cast by Governor Byrne of Sopth Da- resenting New York. This was greet- out after 1:30 unless the kids to whom
ferings and losses to a definite recAlthough a deafening volley of ap- - arrangement which would bring relief merchant, married, had children..
kota, who says the Wilson solution ed with a wild outburst of cheering they are given are in lino at that time.
ognition. "That can and will be made nlause rane out as the Dresident
Peae anl set UP a universally
A.
William
All boys and girls under 14 are
Heister, real estate, of the difficulty "looks to. me to be a by a ,thousand Canadiaa spectators.
authority married, no children.
plain beyond the possibility of a mis- peared he plunged Unto the reading acknowledged
political
Thaw, rising, bowed in acknowledge- urged to attend this matinee. Those
rather weak policy."
understanding," declared the presi- of his message without delay, with there.
Governor Hunt, Arizona: "Things ment.
who are older will hava to step asida
dent.
are in a terrible condition in Mexico,
REFUGEES ARRIVfc IN U. S.
a bow of acknowledgment of the
"vAccoringly, 1 took the liberty of
British
for
the
and let the younger children hava the
flag.
Hooray
"Hooray
Negotiations for the friendly medi- greeting.
and it grieves me to think of our peo- for Harry Thaw," shrieked men and benefit of the day. Aside from the
sending the Hon. John Ijnd, formerly
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
ation of the United States are open
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 27 American ple down there. Does President Wil- women, standing on chairs, waving fact that each kid must be clean,
As he finished reading another governor of Minnesota, as my personto resumption at any time on either great roar of
who left for Torreon August son say for them to
to
All
out.
al
and
broke
refugees
representative
spokesman
there are no restrictions. Any old
applause
get out of the handkerchiefs, parasols and hats.
the initiative of this government or of of those in the
A igreat many of ithem
stood while the City of Mexico, with the follow- fourteenth arrived here today and say country?
gallery
Judge Globensky later granted the sort of clothes will be plenty good
Mexico.
six hundred had been killed in the have already done so, and others
the president left the chamber and ing instructions:
pjea for the discontinuance of the enough.
Accompanying the president's ad- started back to the White House. The
" 'Press very earnestly on the atten- fighting there when they left and that would like to, but can't. Some baveuaueas corpus writ and remanded
While this matinee is being given
Huerta
the
dress was the reply of
joint session at once dissolved, the tion of those who are now exercising the federals were burning their dead been kileld while trying to get away," xhaw t0 jaii. This was a complete for all the children, it is the poorer
American
the
rejecting
government
house adjourned and the senate filed authority or wielding influence in Mex-ic- in the streets of the city. Epidemics
children that it is most Intended to
victory for the Thaw lawyers.
proposals. It was written by Foreign back to its side of the
Governors Consider Efficiency
capitol.
the following considerations and of typhoid fever r.nd typhus had starta reach. Barefoot or shod, dressed in
Thaw bowed three times like
Minister Gamboa. It suggested the
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug, 27.
President Wilson in person address advice: The government of the Uni- ed and conditions were desperate for
stage stac taking a curtain call before velvet or rags, it is all one on this
following alternative policy for the ed
Fed- The
there.
the
Americans
remaining
second
sitof the governor's
Mexican
on
'
the
at
not
day
feel
does
congress
ted
States
liberty
today
a
United States:
sympathetic audience. His cheeks day. One kid is as good as tha next
had abandoned Gomez palaclo conference opened with a program that
erals
uasion
as
follow:'
to
stand
by
inactively
any longer
eyes and each will get but one ticket
were flushed, his big brown
Reception of a Mexican ambassador
"Gentlemen of the' congress: It is while it becomes daily more and more and Laredo suburbs, and rebels had empletely filled every moment of the
compohis
maintained
he
but
In Washington.
By special arrangement, the theater
shone,
a
both
towns
and
entered
destroyed
The morning session began with
to
That the United States send a new clearly my duty lay before you very evident that no real progress is being number of the stores. Refugees say day.
sure. When the New Yorkers and managers have arranged for tba best
Governor William Hodges Mann of
amabssador to Mexico without re- fully and without reservaticn the facts made toward the establishment of a rebels control both railroads leading
their lawyers got back their breath possible music, Mrs. Simisoa bavins
with
relations
our
Mexico
Virginia, presiding, and the discussion
of
at
the
present
a
concerning
City
government
straints.
assembled in their hotel. Mr. consented to play at thi3 'matinee,
six
to
they
and
had
Torreon
dynamited'
of the hour centering around a paper
Strict observance of the neutrality the republic of Mexico. The deplor- which the country will obey and re- trains on the International railway
called reporters aside and dic- though usually she does not play Irs
Jerome
Mexico 1 spect. The government of the United
by Governor Ernest Lister, of Washthe afternoons. It costs something',
statement:
laws and "see to it that no material able posture of affairs 'n
this
tated
left.
before
the
defugees
ington, on "A state department of
or monetary assistants is glve'n to need not 'dscriin, but I deem it my States does not stand in the same
"We, who represent here the state of course, but the kids "should worfranc. ly of what case with the other great governments
efficiency and economy.",. Governor
duty to speak
the rebels."
New York, are entirely unwilling ry" about that.
Lister discussed somewhat at length of
Unconditional recognition of tne Ltiiis governm''.!!' has done and sho'tlJ of the world in respect to what Is
Now remember, boys and girls.
on the scene thai occurcomment
to
ways and means of Instilling stricter
seek to do 'u fulfillment of its ob li- likely to happen in Mexico. We offer
Huerta government.
courts
Tickets
at the Optio olflce,'ll:30 Sathis
of
one
majesty's
business methods Into the conduct of red in"
a a our good offices, not only because of
The occasion, had not been parallel- gation? to Mexico hereafter,
bar
the
matinea
at tha Photoplay theabetween
relations
The
urday;
IN
TODAY
CONGRESS
public affairs, for the elimination of today.
ed In more than a century. No other friend and neighbor, and to American our genuine desire to play the part
and the courts ter Saturday at 2 o'clock. Clean kids,
States
United
the
of
waste and the securing of greater reinter- of a friend, but also because we tore
president since George Washington citizens whose lives and vital
or the Dominion of Canada are most not over 11 years of age. That's all
sults in administration with less ext
has appeared before congress on a ests are daily affected by the distress- expected by the irowers of the world
on
Resumed
friendly and cordial and we, realize there is to it. No money, no anything-excepconsideration
Senate
now obtain be- to act as Mexico's nearest friend.
penditure of labor and money.
ex
Coma
foreign affair. The senate and house ing conditions which
humiliation
Have
a
and
Good Time..
the aense of
" 'We wish to act in these circum- tariff bil, income tax section taken
Following the morning session the keenly
assembled in the house chamber, the yond our southern border.
our brethren in Canada
perienced
by
up.
Mani-toto
taken
Mount
were
us
governors
very stances in the spirit of the most ear"These conditions touch
senators filing In two by two. As the
who are assisting us. Mr. Jacobs, who
Foreign relations comlttee consider
because they He nest and disinterested friendship. It
Park, 9,500 above sea level, on the
president mounted the platform where nearly; not merely
BURY FIVE IN ONE CRAVE
of Preston McGoodwinas summer of Mount
it associated with us, would prefer not
nomination
Manit.ou, a foot hill
Speaker Clark and Vice President at our very doors. That, of course, is our purpose in whatever we do or minister to Venezuela.
to
the
reference
with
to
anything
say
at the base of Pike's Peak. A picnic
(Ey Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Marshall were waking the big cham- makes us more vividly and more con- propose in this perplexing and dis- Lobby investigating committee con- lunch, with burro races and other fea- occurrence of the morning."
and
of
conscious
every
them,
frock
not
to
a
situation
the
In
stantly
ber was hushed. Attired
pay
only
tressing
Mr. Jerome turned toward Mr. Jac
tinued its hearings.
Dubuque, la., Aug. 7. A coroner's
tures, was arranged for the visitors.
coat suit, the president stood at the instinct of neighborly interest and most scrupulous regard to the soverrecesed for joint sesion. ,
obs and the latter said:
Senate
jury which tonisM looked into the?
clerk's desk and read Ills address in sympathy is aroused and quickened eignty and independence of Mexico
I can add. I will case of the death of Henry Sterweia.
is
"There
authorizPassed
resolution
nothing
House
tone for by them; but that is only one element that we take as a matter of course
the easy, conversational
committee to investigate CONVICTS TO GET COMMUTATION say though that it is the first 'nr.ianre his wife and three children, whofe
to which we are bound by every obli- ing judiciary
which he is noted. Scarcely a sound in the determination of our duty.
to my knowledge where eu;-!-- an cnf charred bodies were found in tin
U. S. Judge Emery
against
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
"We are clad to call our selves the gation of right and honor but also charges of
interrupted.
burst in any of our courts was not ruins of their home and barn n a:'
111., Aug. 27.Sentences
Georgia.
Spdingfield',
Speerd
First pointing out that it was his friends of Mexico, and we shall, I to give every possible evidence that
Convened in join session with sen- of prisoners who do good work on followed by the Immediate clcarin-- of nul:noue Thursday iriominrr, relwrno'l
Mexico ate
"duty without reservation" tq lay barf hope, have many an occasion, in hap- we act in the interest of
a eidic-- that the cause of death
at 1 P- m- and listened to Presi-de- state roads will be commuted ten days the court."
(.
all the facts concerning the relations pier times as well as in these days alone, and not. in the interest of any
his seat unknown.
Wilson deliver in pesson mesage for each thirty that they work on the
tali;i
Globensky,
Judge
of the United States with Mexico, the of trouble and confusian, to show that person or body of persons who may on Mexican affairs, which was conhighways. The honor system will be at 3:10, denounced the forenoon outThe jury esamied ainut a v.i or .f
president outlined what the United our friendship is genuine and disin- have personal or property claims in cluded at 1:21 P. m.
established.
Convicts whose terms break as the "most disgraceful scene" witnesses, one icsliiylna.
States had done "as a friend and terested, capable of sacrifices and ev- Mexico which they may feel that they
Lobby investigating committee con- are under five years will be Ineligible, he had ever witnessed and threatened Tuesday Mrs, Swrweis bad iiu:,...;;,- ,(
The have the right to press. We are seedneighbor."
ery generous manifestation.
tinued with I. II. McMichael testify- counties which are the 'beneficiaries a jail sentence to anyone repeating to him lljat fhe wt.n'd
hw n
The president declared that "we peace, prosperity and contentment of ing to, counsel Mexico for her own
Ire made h's buildings.
of the plan will be required to pay 50 such a dmonstration.
ing.
shall yet prove to the Mexican people Mexico mean more, much more, to us
r
Adpourned at 1:2S p, m. until noon cents a day io maintain each convict announcement first in French anrl
'
The f'vv !'.;.
that we know how to serve them than merely an enlarged field for our
(Continued on Page Five.)
in English.
then
employed.
Thursday.
grave
today.
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LAS VEGAS DAJLY OPTIC,

TWO

ESTABLISHED

most of its appeal aud beginners will
be trying their hands on something
newer and more marvelous..

1879.

NEW FALL MODELS
IN WOMEN'S

AWAKE

CO.

The Santa Fe New Mexico, in the
appended editorial, comes out strongEDITOR er for the cause of good roads In genM. M. PADGETT
cral and Good Roads Day in particular
than in anything yet published in the
capital:
Missouri la leading the way in one
important particular and that is a
Entered 1 1 the postof fice at Last
and energetic method of
systematic
Las Yogas, New Merico, for transIt seems like tlie old
road
building.
mission through the DUted States
days when the whole state
pioneer
mails in teeond class waiter.
turns out to carry on this very im
portant public enterprise.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
This road question has now become
a national question. It Is no longer
Dally, by Carrier,
$ "5 local
Per Copy
and no longer a thing of spora15 dic
One Week
character, but it has come to be
65
One Month
recognized as one of the really big
..$7.50 questions of the present day, and one
One Tear
Daily, by Mail
that must have the attention and co
J6.00
One Year
operation of the people If anything
3.00
Six Months
is going to be accomplished along
this most important line.
It no longer needs argument to
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
prove the great advantages that acGROWER
crue from good roads from every point
12.00
One Year
1.00 of view. It is not alone for the beneSix Months
fit of the automobile driver, as has
been feared by those who have Been
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip a little backward in taking hold, but
tions.)
it is as great a benefit, if not indeed
Remit by draft, check or money or- a greater one to the farmer, and
der. If sent otherwise we will not through him to the merchant and the
be responsible for loss.
people of the cities and towns of the
Specimen copies free on
country as well.
September 10 Is to be Good Roads
Day along the Santa Fe trail and it
AT is to be hoped that it will be a thor- ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
rough-goinsuccess as this is a most
TIME
OF
EXPIRATION
THE
important point in our own state.
PAID FOR
The plan adopted in this particular
of the state ought to be made
part
are guaranteed the
Advertisers
and we should follow as far
general
largest dully and weekly circulation as possible the policy adopted by Misof any newspaper in northern New
souri and have a general road day and
Mexico.
a fiesta of road building and road
repairing.
We have had some pretty hard les
TELEPHONES
Main 2 sens here in Santa Fe within the last
Business Office
Main 9 few weeks where attention has been
News Department
called to the Impassable condition of
our roads and we have lost the valu
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27, 1913.
able traffic of tourists on account of
the really dangerous condition of the
highways leading Into this city.
STUOENT AVOKKEJ5S
In Detroit on September 20 the AmLas Vegans are appealed to to pro- erican Road congress is to meet to
vide what employment they may for take up the question of national legisIt is one of the most impor
worthy young men and women who lation,
are desirous o earning enough to pay tant ones of the present day and this
their way while obtaining an educa. meeting Is bound to bring about re
tion. Surely no charity could be so sults.
Certain sections are now agitating
worthy. Charity it is not, in the generally accepted sense of the term. It the national highway routes and are
Jd a noble deed and one for which each endeavoring to bring the main
trunk line their way.
great credit should be given.
We have, in the "Old Santa Fe
.''indent workers are of varying
route the most feasible, the
Trail"
of
Sometimes
efficiency.
grades
they
are able and do good work. At other most beautiful, and the most natural
times oiily their persistency and wil- route, but we must do our share to
lingness makes it worth while to have put it in condition that those coming
over it for inspection will not be dis
them about
no
In either rase,
man who has gusted and turn away.
.
o
work of a cl. .racter suitable for students Bhould i.esitate a moment about
The Kids should worry.
o
offering eur luyraent for them. In this
Mr, Huerta .is the champion delayer.
busy world the boys and girls are apt
o
to (be forgotten. This is not right.
Those who are trying to help themIt really seems like it is the tall
selves deserve all the. help they can timber for Huerta.
o
bo given. Dr. Roberts, president of
the Normal University, is doing a
The Japs are not so slow, at that.
praise-worthact when he attempts to They froze out Germany.
secure for young men and women the
means whereby they may help themBully for the Kids! Bring 'em all
out to the matinee Saturday.
selves.
o
In doing this they will improve
Like flies, warm weather and Thaw,
themselves, mentally and in character,
and ultimately will improve the race. the lobby investigations are yet with
Helping them to help themselves is us.
almost a duty. Las Vegas will diso
charge it properly.
Anybody that thinks Las Vegas is
o
slow should remember Good Roads
Day.
--

g
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WIRELESS

Out across the waves of Bering Sea
a wiieless message sputtered yesterday, calling a ship to save a life
through a thousand mile race. The
fact is significant of largeness of
cuaraeier inai would order such a
race and of the progress of a nation
which would employ the means named.
The ian whose life was to be sav
ed, if the ship could make the race
in time, was a government employe.
So much expense, so many pains, to
save one life, speak well for the government, They also speak well for
the nation.
As for the means, there is romance
In that, as doubtless there was to
those who observed it In the telegraph
when that was first invented. There
'
is the call of the open spaces, a hint
of grandeur and might, in this thing
that can call from nowhere, from a
place not even known, a ship to rush
over half an ocean to attempt the
salvage of a single life.
Some of our writers have attempted
to catch the romance of tbo wireless
and set It down In cold black and
white. Some day one of them will
succeed. But by that time wireless
ill be so common as to have lost
"p-
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RURAL CREDIT COMMISSION
DECLARES FOR ORGANIZATION

o

Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
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WEDNESDAY,

Colorado

27.

Springs, Col., Aug.
Farmers of the United States speediiy
must come to an understanding of
the value of organization and union
of forces in producing and selling
farm crops, and in the financing of
agricultural operations in this country
is to keep pace with the development
of European nations.
This was the message from the
American commission on rural crtsJ-its- ,
delivered to the conference of
governors here yesterday in a report
by Senator Duncan U. Fletcher of
Florida, chairman of the commission,
read by Gordon Jones of Denver because of the senator's absence. The
first general report upon the extensive European investigation made by
the American commission, under Joint
authority of congress, the governments of 29 states and the southern
commercial congress, was laid before
the governors by Senator Fletcher,
with recommendations for increased
activity by, he states in the extension of rural creditis and
farming enterprises.
"The commission is deeply impress-- '
ed with the vital importance of a
thoroughly organized and united rural
population," said Senator Fletcher, in
an authorized statement from the
commission which he included in his
report
"In this respect the countries of
Europe offer a lesson which may not
long be disregarded in America without serious consequences. The ag. cultural interests of most European
countries visited by the commission
are organized along one or more of
the following lines: Credit, production, distribution and social organization for the betterment of country
l-

life."
Definite
commission

recommendations by the
as the result of its extensive investigations of European
farming credit systems, will not be
formulated until certain committees
prepared it for consideration of the
have gone through a mass of data an1
presented their conclusions to the
entire commission.
Senator Fletcher made tt clear, however, that emphatic recommendations
would be made for a system of rural
banking through which farmers coald
secure better loans, and
through
which they could finance their own
producing, buying and
selling organizations.

President Wilson's recent statement that "a distinct system of bank-inmust be provided for if rural
credits are to be successfully and ade-

g

-

That congressman that wanted to
prohibit long summer sessions knew
what would get favor for him, anyway.
:

o

Trouble failed to materialize at Calumet when expected. Hope it remains in its astral body and doesn't
bother us mortals.
That Trinidad strike did not come
Here Is
off acording to schedule.
hoping one side gets scared and 'toth-e- r
dassent, so that there won't be any
strike.
If Huerta does not, before today at
own up and promise to be
good hereafter, all the other little
boys and girls will be told of his

1 o'clock,

naughtiness.
o

We will now expect His Ponderosity,

the editor of the Punkdale Gazette,
to depict for the illumination of an
ignorance-darkeneworld the fate of
Europe since that diary was discov
ered.
d

o
And after the roads are fixed, let's
The newspapers have given
make some provisions for their
so much space lately that we
do not see why he should worry
publicity. Unless, of course, he
Isn't it about time those governors uring to run for mayor of New
were meeting some place in New on an
e
ticket.
Mexico?

Thaw
really
about
is fig
York

anti-Jerom-

Doc Brown has gone to Santa Fe
to stir up some more Good Road Day

THE

DAILY

Senator Fletcher as a promise that
federal legislation will soon be taken
up with a view to relieving the financial handicaps under which American
farming is carried on.
'These eastern credits,'1 he added,
"are of two kinds, those providing
personal, short time credit for oper
ating purposes, and those providing
long time mortgage credit tor works
of permanent development and pur
chase."
The more highly Jeveloped short
time credit systems, said the report,
bring all the farmers together in an
Organization where they assume personal liability for the society's debts.
The society pays interest on deposits
and loans to its members at 5 or 6
per cent; and gives to each band of
farmers the money with which it can
finance
selling, buying
and producing organizations.
The other kind of credit is found
in mortgage-bonsocieties which hold
long time mortgages bearing a moder
ate interest and automatically discharging part of their principal each
year.
"This form of mortgage credit
would mean more for machinery, more
for purchasing land and ror developing poor land," said Senator Fletcher
in his report. "It means fewer tenants and more owners. It means bet
ter rural conditions."
The preliminary statement prepared by the rural credits commission and contained in Senator Fletcher's report said in part:
"The organizations ror the provision
of personal credit facilities are as
highly Jeveloped as are the systems
of commercial banking. The prevailing rate of interest paid by the farmers for short time loans, is from 4
to 5
per cent. The terms offered
European farmers are generally better designed to meet the peculiar requirements 'of agriculturists than are
the terms obtainable today by the
American farmers."
' The
"personal credit" organizations,
it added,. are usually
societies.
"These short time credit societies
furnish cheap, safe and elastic credit
to their members by reason of their
control by farmers and are organizations exclusively In the interest of
farmers who operate them at nominal
cost and without seeking dividend
profit to such societies," said the
statement.
. ,
;t -, jj&Jt, v,
"It is the opinion of many leaders
of this movement in Europe that the
question of rural credit ought not to
be divorced from
for
business purposes and the general
organization of community life in
rural districts. The studies of the
commission emphasize the necessity
of defining the functions, on the one
hand of the government, and on the
other of voluntary organizations, ;n
promoting the development of country
life."
The commission on rural credits,
with representatives or the American
government, 29 states, four Canadian
provinces and several Independent
American organizations, went to Europe in April a year after the south
ern commercial congress, and David
Lubin of the International Institute
of Agriculture, had begun the move
ment for its appointment.
Its members studied the farming
and credit systems of 18 principal European countries, receiving the close
of the state department,
the governments of foreign countries
and business and financial interests
abroad.
Senator Fletcher in his report today
to the governors, urged them to unwith the
dertake earnest
rural credits commission, which has
established permanent headquarters
In Washington. The first active steps
of a national character, he Indicated,
will be toward the establishment of
an adaquate system of rural banking, through which a great scheme of
and country development
can be built up.
,

SUITS, COATS, DRESSES and
SILK PETTICOATS
.

are now here and on display. Every garment we show possesses that individuality of style so much
by all women. The best of the season's most approved styles in an excellent variety of styles and
.qualities can now be seen. Included in the line are some of the famous

WOOLTEX SUITS and COATS
These garments are all guaranteed for two full season's wear and in style and quality, superior to
line. Come in and try on these popular garments.
anything in the readyto-wea- r

'WOOLTEX'

Las VedaiLeadina Sioro

SUITS

and

and

COATS!

Established

The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bag
a bad case of kidney
trouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitchell says, "She was in terrible shape
but I got her to take Foley Kidney
Pills and now she is completely cured." Women are more liable to have
kidney trouble than men and will find
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

ployes

Magazine.

Adv.

HIES

SCHOOL OF

SOCORRO, N. M.

King William Courthouse, Va., Aug.
27. A monument to the memory of
Hie confederate soldiers of King Wil
liam Courthouse and vicinity was un
veiled here today with interesting exercises and in the presence of a large
gathering of veterans and their
friends. Congressman A. J. Montague
delivered the principal oration of the
day.

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering,
Mining Geology, Metallurgical Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, and
Mechanical Engineering
ADVANTAGES:
Requirements fully up to
those of standard schools of mines
everywhere;
close proximity to a great
variety of mines and
smelters, where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious
climate; water
famed for it purity; good dormitory accommodations dt low cost, etc'
For full information, or catalogue, address
THE REGISTRAR

Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "If
gives universal satisfaction and I use
only Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for my children." E. C. Rhodes.
Middletori, Ga., writes, "I had a rack
ing iagrippe cough and finally got relief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Compound." Use no other in your family
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
pnd Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
VISITORS

AT SALT LAKE
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 27.
Tiirongs of visitors, among whom are
many tourists from the east, are in
the city for the annual carnival of
the "Wards of the Wizard of Wasatch." The regular program of festivities will be opened tomorrow and
continued through the remainder of
the week. A number of brilliant
street parades and pageants will be
A street fair, society circus,
given.

hippodrome events and athletic and
aqcatlc contests also will be included
in the program. The number of visitors already here indicate that the
crowds later In the week are likely
to be the largest ever entertained in
this city.

o

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO

joi

fOE

30E

30

'
Constipation is the starting point
for many serious diseases. To be healthy keep the bowels active and regular. HERBINE will remove all accumulations in the bowels and put the system In prime condition. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

lege, West Virginia in 1859. it now
has 52 active chapters and a total
membership exceeding 10,000. The
present reunion will close Saturday
night with a banquet at which the
speakers will include Congressman
William p. Borland of Missouri, AtDELTA TAU DELTA' REUNION
torney General James M. Swift of
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 27. College Massachusetts and several other men
from of prominence.
graduates and undergraduates
all parts of the country assembled at
the Hotel Severin in this city today
for the opening of the
d
naImportant to Dyspeptics
Bear in mind that Chamberlain's
tional convention of the Delta Tau
Delta fraternity. The society is one Tablets improve the appetite, strengthen the
and regulate the
of the most prominent of its kind In liver anddigestion
bowels. Just what you need.
America. Organized at Bethany Col For sale
all dealers.
,

forty-secon-

Adv.

by

J,,WO(DtR"TS
If THEY
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one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure s taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby des
troying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
'
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faih In its i
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it I
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tol-

ation.

NEW MEXICO

IN MEMORY OF CONFEDERATES

'
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RICH IN CURATIVE GUALfTlES-Nncu
DRUG CO.

HABIT FORMING BBiiM
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$100,000.00

$50,000.00
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M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,
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A.

Hoskins, Cashier.
Lewis.

Ass't. Cash

S

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

$100 REWARD $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least

edo. Ohio.
Sold by all druggists 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constip-

COATS

South SidePLaja.

1862

dad, Ky., had

.

Thaw's attorneys have sense enough
Harvest
to keep still, anyway, even if their I planted a word of anger,
client has not.
And long in the after years
o
I reaped a harvest of sorrow,
There is one consolation for Huerta, Of sorrow and bitter tears.
if he accepts Wilson's proposals he
will be a live
I planted a word of kindnss;
Thai, day ere the sun sank low
Wonder why that story about the It. brought me a friend I had loved
marines was turned loose. Has someand lost
body an idea that somebody
else In the long, long years ago.
ought to know how quickly the United
States could start an effective little We reap what we sow at the seeding,
army to the Antipodes?
Forgiveness, revenge or tears;
o
For Nature repays with the germ we
Carrying a strike to such a length
give.
that brave old men, who fought and Though she nurses the sprout for
bled for their country, lack food, is
years.
what, we call fit. subject for criminal
Griff Crawford, In Santa Fe Em-
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Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYDON
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D.
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OF THE BELL SYSTEM
The suit brought by the United'
States questioning the purchase of
certain telephone properties in the
Innorthwest, as well as the pendingteleCommission
Commerce
terstate
phone investigation, have caused
many inquries. Without taking up
anything going to the merits of these
us
proceedings it has seemed to has
what
state
to
generally
proper
been our policy and purpose in the
conduct of our business.
We have found, or thought that we
servhad, that our interests were best were
ed when the public interests
best served; and we believe that such
success as we have had has been .because our business has .been conducted on these lines.
We believe that our company has
an interest as vital as that of the pub-liin the proper administration of the
problems of electrical
The success and prosperity
of our company depend upon a solution of these problems which shall be
sound from' both the standpoint of
the company and the public which it
serves.
Following our own best judgment,
supplemented by the best obtainable
advice, we have endeavored to do
what would (best serve the public interest; wherever possible our plans
have been disclosed to the public in
In
advance, and what has been done orcarrying them out has been along
dinary business lines, with the imputed, arid, generaally, with the expressed
approval, authorization or consent of
the municipal and state authorities
Our effort has
directly interested.
been not only to obey the law, but-tavoid everything which might even
have the appearance of an attempt at
evasion.
Our business methods and policy,
and practically all of the details as to
the transaction of our business, are
matters of common knowledge and
are, and for many years have been,
well known to the government. We
will willingly furnish the government
any additional information whichcon-is
in our possession or under our
with
trol, and will oordially
it in obtaining such further information as it may require. Every possible
assistance will be given by us to the
courts in their effort to determine
whether our policy is or has been inimical to the public interest. We desire that anything wrong be corrected; we will voluntarily rectify any
wrong that may he pointed out to us;
and so far as it may be determined
that our policy or any act under it is
against the public interest, we will
promptly conform to such determinao

tion. ,
We believe

that if each of our exchanges were made an independent
unit and if each connecting line were
put under a separate control, the effect upon the telephone service of the
country would be a condition so intolerable that the public would refuse to
submit to it and would imediately
require such physical connection and
common control of these various units
as would amalgamate them into a
single system. Physical connection in
the case of telephone of telegraph
does not mean transfer of messages
from one line to the other. It means
such a connection as will permit one
person to have the actual possession
of the particular line of communication from one end of it to the other
and this can only be given efficiently
by exchange systems and connecting
lines under a common control; and
that is what the Bell System is.
In this connection, and for general
information, we will reinstate the policy which controlled the building up
of the Bell System, and our belief as
to what a telephone system should be,
find

what are its relations to the

from 6,000,000 miles to 13,000,000; the
number1 of exchange stations Increased from 2,730,000 to 5,200,000; the
number of stations of independent
companies connected with the eBU

AND INTERESTS

MUTUAL RELATIONS

pub-

lic.
We believe in and were the first to

advocate state or government control

and regulation of public utilities; that
this control or regulation should be
bodies,
by permanent
quasi-judici-

acting after thorough investigation
and governed by the equities of each
case; and, that this control or regulation, beyond requiring the greatest efficiency and economy, should not interfere with management or operation.
We believe that these bodies, if they
are ta be permanent, effective and of
public benefit, should be thoroughly
representative; they should be of such
characterr and should so conduct their
investigations and deliberations a3 to
command such respect from botn the
public and the corporations that both
will without question accept their conclusions,
We believe that the public would
in this way get all the advantages
and avoid all the manifest disadvantages of public ownership.
"We believe that centers of business
and population exist for the conv
of the public as a whole, and that
no s"ch center can prosper without
sufficient and efficient means of intercourse with other Centers and
teritories; tlit such means can
onlv be afforded by the prosperous
utility and service companies and that
fair rates are essential to prosperous
companies. We do not believe that
any public either desires or can obtain, nor can any service or utility
furnish permanent and efficient service at less than cost, including capital charges. We believe that ultimately the public eithefr directly or indirectly pays the losses involved in the
efforts to furnish such service at less
than its fair cost, either through the
loss of the capital involved, the losses
incident to poor service of the necessary increase in charges required to
pay for duplication of capital.
We believe that the highest commercial value ofl the telephone service
depends on its completeness on the
extent and comprehensiveness of the
facilities for intercommunication, not
only between individuals but between
centers of population; that no isolated
section can be considered independ
--

trlb-ular- y

AND THE PUBLIC

about 25,000. The number
of employees in the Bell System; not
including the employees of connected
companies, on December 31, 1912, was
or
of
section
the
other
of
any
ently whole- that, rates must be so adiusted 141,000.
During this same period the numas to make it possible to obtain the
of shareholders of the American
ber
maximum development by making it
and Telegraph Company,
Telephone
to
be connected
possible for everyone
not including the associated or conwho will add to the value of the sys
nected companies, Increased from
tem, thus giving the greatest value to
to- about- 54,000.
About 47,000
the greatest number; that, the Inter- shareholders hold less than 100 shares
service
the
of
telephone
dependence
hold from
each, 6,500 shareholders
and the value of complete and uni 100 to 1,000 shares each; 347 shareana
versal intercommunication Justify
hold from 1,000 to 6,000 shares
iwiiiim some services partly at the holderswhile there
are only 16 shareeach,
expense of the whole for the .benefit holders of 5,000 Shares or over in
of the whole.'
own right.' A majority of the
w believe that this highest com their
holders' are women.
mercial value can only be attained by American
Telephone and Telegraph
one system under one common control
Co.
indeand that it cannot be givun by
N. VAIL, President.
THBO
are
operpendent systems unless thev
Adv.
ate! unHpr agreements .vtiich result
ni cne common control and one comTO BE SENTENCED
icn interest, in effect malting tnem
27. When
a s'ngle rystem.
San Jose, Calif., Aug.
"We believe that the rates should te Walter Thomas of Redwood
City, who
o adjustel a.? to affotd.ths company
to
a charge
recently
pleaded
guilty
waces
to pay su:h
st ificient
d compensation as will secure; ihe of maliciously destroying the proibr-tof the Pacific Gas and Electric
most efficient service; to maintain
th vorv hifrhest and most advanced company, is arraigned in court tomorstandards of plant and apparatus, toj row for sentence, a strong effort will
carry on such scientific ana experi be made to have him released on promental research ana inventions as w
apparatus and methods as to incure bation. Thomas was a lineman emthe highest standards, and to carry ployed by the gas and electric comsuch
to reserve and depreciation
pany and was among those who went
amounts as will enable the company
out on a general strike some time
and
old
to
plant
at any time
replace
new
and
new
aago. During the strike he was ar
plant
old methods with
methods as fast as they may be devel- rested by pinkerton men on a charge
oped and found to be to the advantage
of having dynamited some of the comof the service. We believe that n adpany's power poles. He pleaded guilty
dition, such fair charges shoul.l
as
to
the charge.
in
Investment
plant
the
puid upon
will enable the company at any time to
obtain money necessary to provide thts
EASILY DECIDED
l lant required to meet the continuing
Should be Answered
This
Question
in
order
demands of the public; and
Easily by East Las Vegas People
that waste and duplica'.'-- of effort
Which is wiser to have confidence
mav be avoided arid uniformity of purpose and common control be enforced, in the opinions of your
that there should be a centralized gen- of people you know, or depend on
eral administration in close communirecation with and having general au- statements made by utter strangers
places? Read the
thority over the whole on matters siding in
common to all or matters of general following:
policy.
A. Underwood, 806 National avenue,
We believe that any surplus beyond
East
Las Vegas, N. M., says: "Doan's
dividends
to
equalize
that necessary
on a fair basis should be used by the Kidney Pills, which I got at the Center
company for the benefit of the public Block Pharmacy, brought me relief
and should be inalienable for any from backache and kidney trouble.
other purpose, and should be either inoff and
vested in revenue-earninplant until Since then, I have used them
a
I
needed
which
whenever
kidney
have
on,
to
substitute
plant
necessary
may become inadequate or obsolete, medicine and they have done good
or should be csed to make the service work. If my kidneys aren't acting
cheaper or better.
u'st right," or my back is aching, I
We believe that under proper governmental control and regulation the can depend on Doan's Kidney Pills to
profits from promotion or operation drive away these ailments. I have reallowed to be distributed should not commended Doan's Kidney Pills to a
be so large as to warrant or tempt
great many people and all have been
complete duplication of plant and orwell satisfied with them. When I
of
its
ganization, with its duplication
capital charges and its organization, take cold, it seems to settle on my
operating, maintenance ad deprecia- kidneys, causing a slight attack of
tion expenses; and we do not believe backache. At such times, a few doses
that utilities giving at fair rates an
eficient and sufficiently comprehen- of Doan's Kidney Pills have always
sive universal service should be sub- fixed me up In good shape."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ject to limited competition, not giving
such service. Competition which ig- cents. :Foster)Milbuni Co., Buffalo,
nores the obligation to furnish a comNew York, sole agents for the United
plete and comprehensive service is
not ofr the benefit of the public in States.
that it does not reach the whole pubRemember the name Doan's and
lic interested.
take no other. Adv.
If, therefore, complete duplication,
with its dual exchange connection and
RIORDAN IS 72
ARCHBISHOP
dual bills for service, Is a prerequisite
to' complete competition, government
Saan Francisco, Aug 27. The Most
control and regulation cannot go hand Rev. Patrick W. Riordan, head of the
in hand with competition.- Catholic archdiocese of San FrancisWe believe that the record of the
received many congratulations toco,
the
Bell System will be accepted by
public as fully in accord with these day on the occasion of his seventy-secondeclarations. Consistent adherence to
birthday anniversary. The
this policy has given the public of the
wag born in New Brunarchbishop
United States the best, most comprevisithensive and cheapest telephone ser- swick, August 27, 1841. While
vice in the world and made the Bell ing in the east this summer he was
standards the standards of all nations. taken seriously ill and spent several
To remove any possible excuse for weeks In a
hospital in Chicago. He
misapprehension on account of the is said to be In excellent health now.
many misleading statements which
have" been circulated as to the alleged
unnecessary and overcapitalization
and excessive charges of the Bell System, the following statistics are given.
Except where stated, the figures ara
for the Bell System; that' Its, the
American Telephone and Telegraph
and its Associated Companies.
The entire Bell System on June 30, Brings Health to a Host of
1A13, had outstanding in the hands of
Sufferers.
the public obligations (i. e., notes,
to
open accounts, bonds and shares)
the par value of $776,000,000.
The remarkable
O
t
(.
The bock value of the total tangible
UCUUII Ui. 3. O. O. Ill
ls
blood
the
8'ven
than
less
is
which
x
ansets,
considerably
r
a
ImnAlun
hv
lAttpr
their replacement value, amounted to
received from Earl
of
M&ny
O. Conk. 708 South
TS. J9 r
$0.0O0,O0O
appraisa.ls
Center St., Bloom-Ingtoproperty included in these nsset3
111. He says,
have been made, and most of them
"I suffered several
under the direction of public authormonths and took
ities. In no case has the value as it
treatment here, but
stands on the books failed to be susobtained relief only
for a few days at a
been
cases
most
it
has
in
tained, and
time. Becoming?
verv largely e'xeeedod.
doubtful of results,
The total dividends and interest
I quit the doctors.
paid during the year 1912 amounted and there was marked Improvement
to only 6.1
on the average of its from the start. I used thirteen bottles
outstanding obligations, and to less of S. S. S. and was entirely cured. My
condition, and
than 5 on the average value of its blood was in a dreadful
I can not thank S. S. S. enough for my
assets.
wonderful recovery."
The actual' cash which has been
This preparation stands alone among
paid into the treasury of the American specific remedies as a blood purifier.
Telephone and Telegraph Company It is somewhat revolutionary in its
on account of the capital obligations composition, since it accomplishes all
ever claimed for mercury,
now outstanding amounts to $22,000,-00- 0 that wasarsenic
and other destructive
Iodides,
more than the par of such out- mineral drugs, and yet it is
absolutely
a
obligations.
standing
purely vegetable product, l'here ara
The Associated Companies collect- more cases of articular rheumatism,
ed from the public and paid back in locomotor ataxia, paresis, neuritis and
similar diseases reBultant from the use
tuxes over $1 0,000,001V during the year of minerals
than from disease germs
.
1912.
direct. These facts are brought out
The steadily increasing necessities in a highly Interesting book compiled
of The
rf the nnhlin not. onlv for additional by the medical department
Specific Co., 192 Swift Bldg., Atbut for new telephone service can on Swift
Ga. It is mailed free, together
lanta,
ly re met ny new consn ucuun, in- with a special letter of advice to all
volving capital outlay. To meet these Who are struggling with a blood disf
ease.
demands during the six and
y
Get a bottle of S. S. S.
of your
years from 1907 to .Tune, 1913, inclu- druggist.
It will surprise you with its
sive, the increase in telephone plant wonderful action in
the blood.
Toll line wire inwas as follows:
Do not accept anything claimed to
creased from 1,460,000 miles to 2.242.-oo- be "lust as good." There ls nothing
miles; exchange wire increased else to take the place of S. S. S.
System
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Life to This

Consumption Remedy

la beyoud

liuniau power to perform
The makers of Kckiuuu'a
do
remedy for Consumption,
nut cliiiin that It will restore every one
to perfect health, hut eo many have voluntarily tea tilled it saved their lives, that
all who have this dread disease should
Investigate and try it. It should stop the
night sweats, reduce fever, promote appetite and in very many cases,
life. Kead what it accomplished prolong
lu this
minifies.

n

cae

ATTEND NATIONAL
THOUSANDS
ENCAMPMENT OF GRAND ARMY
OF REPUBLIC UPON SOIL HELD
BY

27, 1913.

WILL ACT Owes
It

Is

17,-00- 0

f

SOUTI

AUGUST

:

Catherine Ave. and Ascot Place,
Queen's Court, L. I.
(.eutleioen: In the year lsxfs 1 was
taken with a heavy eohl and a
'nasty
eo life U and went to several doctors.
Including a specialist. Their medicines failed.
I then went to the Catskills,
hut
the cough Ktill kept up. I staved there
a year and then went on a farm near
Jersey City, a very sick man.
"My brother then recommended
Alterative to me very highly. At
I would not consent to use
it, owing
to Ihe fact that I had taken so
medicines without being helped in niaiiy
any
way, hut Dually 1 consented.
It is now
nearly two years since I first took it.
I am now cared and I dare
say that I
would have been hurled long ago if it
had not been for Kckman's Alterative. I
wish to thank you for the Oodsend to me.
Wherever I go 1 highly recommend the
Alterative, as I owe my life to It."
(Sworn Allldavlt) JO.S. J. TKOKSCHEK.
Kckman's Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis. Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In unbuilding the
system. Iloes not contain poisons, opiates
or habit-formindrugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Kekman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading druggists

Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness over the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat-isi.i- ,
dull headache, and
disturbed
sleep, are all indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
Mtiiclily and permanently.
Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug

Diarrhoea Quickly Cured

"I was taken with diarrhoea and Mr.
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. After taking one dose of It I
was cured. It also cured others that
I gave It to," writes M. E. Gebhart,
Oriole, Pa. That Is not at all unusual
An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can

almost invariably by cured by one or
two doses of this remedy. It is one
of the most successful preparations
ISHERWOOD TO BREAK GROUND that has been discovered. Thousands
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 27. Thom- have testified to its value. For gale
Adv.
as Isherwood, senior councilman, will by all dealers.
turn the first shovelful of dirt on the
IN CONFERENCE
new city hall site next Monday after- SNEEZING FOLK
27. Armed
Bethlehem, Pa., Aug.
noon.
washes
and eye
with
atomizers,
eyes
The council, at a meeting held yeshandkerchiefs
and
throat
cups,
gargles
terday afternoon, decided to Ibreak limited In numbers
only by the purses
ground Labor Day. Mayor Sellers la- of the
hundred red
several
purchasers,
ter announced that he would ask Mr.'
nosed, red eyed, sneezing and snifmore
who
has spent
Isherwood,
years
men and women gathered In
in the service of the city than any fling
mountain town today for
this
little
other councilman, to officiate.
conThe council decided to hold cere- the opening of the fortieth annual
FevStates
the
vention
United
of
Hay
monies when the corner stone is laid.
er association. The association was
This, the mayor believes, will be in a
organized to relieve hay fever suffer- month.
memThe aldermen decided to advertise erers wherever found, and the
a
not
are
bers
bit
discouraged over
for bids for lumber and electric wirno
has been
the
fact
that
panacea
ing for the municipal building.- These
40 years of its exthe
in
discovered
meetnext
at
the
bids will be opened
istence. A number of interesting reing of the committee.
have been preThe police have orders to arrest all ports and addresses
for presentation to tjie present
pared
to
will
be
work
put
"vags." They
convention. Of chief Importance will
clearing the city grounds.so that after
ah article by Professor P. A. Malg-nebe
the breaking of grounds next Monday
of Philadelphia, who attacks hay
work will progress. The police have
from the germ standpoint and"
fever
been filling the jail with vagrants
to have discovered that
who
claims
since Saturday and when the work of
identical
character are found
of
clearing the grounds is begun, they germs
rose
in
of
cases
cold,
hay fever and
probably will have a large force of
asthma.
workmen.
Adv.

(Special Correspondence of Optic)
Chattanooga, Tenn., Aug. 27. When
the Grand Army of the Republic meets
h
here on September 15 for its
national encampment, It will
be the first time in history that such
an encampment is held in the real
south. It is true, one national encampment was held at Louisville, but
that city was really too far north and
too far removed from the actual seat
of war to be considered as part of the
real south. It is different with Chattanooga, the Immediate vicinity of
E. G. Murphey and Central Drug
which was the scene of some of the
bloodiest battles of the civil war, in- Company.
cluding Chickamauga, Lookout Moun- the G. A. R. will also hold their natain, Orchard Knob and Missionary
tional gatherings during the encampRidge.
ment week and the city will be crowda
when
was
there
time
Undoubtedly
ed with visitors during that week.
the selection of Chattanooga as the
There need be no fear, however, that
have
place of the gathering would
will be unable to take care
been fatal to the success of a Grand the city
of
There are many cavisitors.
its
Army encampment. During the first
and the citihotels
available
pacious
the
close
of
the
after
15 or more years
homes to
will
zens
their
open,
gladly
war there was still enough of the Inwho prefer
shelter
those
and
receive
the
tense popular feeling against
in a private house to hotel
north left among the impoverished quarters
accomodations.
YOU who require the best and purest
people of the south to make the selecIjostmaster Antolne Deloria, Gardmedicine see that you get Foley's Hon- ner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
tion of a real southern city m the
Ills of Women
ey and Tar. Compound in preference those troubled with kidney and bladplace for holding a Grand Army enMany women suffer miserably from to any other for coughs, colds, asthma, der iregularities, and says "From my
campment a matter of doubtful judg- chronic constipation, causing nervous- hoarsness, tickling throat and lung
Foment. There would probably have ness, dizziness and sallow complexion. troubles. It is a strictly high grade own experience' I can recommend was
Pills. My father also
ley
Kidney
been no hostile demonstrations on They will find that Chamberlain's family medicine, and only approved cured of kidney disease, and many
the part of the southerners southern Tablets invariably bring relief. These drugs of first quality are used in Its neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
tablets are easy to take asd pleasant manufacture. It gives the best results
hospitality would not have permitted in effect. For
and contains no opiates. O. G. Scbaef-e- r Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
sale by all dealers.
embeen
would
have
that but there
Adv.
and lied Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Drug Store. Adv.
barrassment on both sides and unavoidable friction. But the time has
ai!!!l!!l!!!l!lllffilll!li!!IH!llllll!!ll!!!!!ti!:iIl!!!!l
lipi'i'HftXT
lllailillliillillllllillllililiiulilll.llllillilillllilitt
worked marvelous changes. The old
i
time agtagonism has been wiped out;
4
great national problems, common national dangers have brought the north
and the south closer together; a clearer recognition of the mutuality of their
interests cemented the fracture and
comradeship In the camps and upon
the battlefields of the Spanish-America7sx
war strengthened the bonds of
the
and
between
loyalty
friendship
north and the south more than anything else could have aone.
It was no longer a matter of doubtas
en it
ful taste andMgment
andecided to hold the
nual encampment of the Grand Army
of the Republic In this city, but a recognition of the fact that the chasm
once separating the north from the
south is now closed forever. Instead
of being embarrassed by the choice of
their city the people of Chattanooga
are delighted with the prospect of beI
ing the hosts of their former foes
for a period of five days beginning
September 15. Ever since the announcement of the choice was made
the citizens of Chattanooga have outdone themselves in preparing with
true southern hospitality for their
visitors.
Since the war the membership of
the Grand Army has dwindled considerably and in late years the attendance at the national encampments
showed a marked decline. But there
is every reason to believe that the
selection of Chattanooga as the place
for the encampment will have a stimulating effect upon the attendance
1
and that the number of members and
visitors at the coming gathering will
a
greatly surpass that of many previous
national encampments.
Correspondence received by General
Alfred Beers of Bridgeport, Conn,
commander in chief of the Grand
Army of the Republic, indicated extraordinary interest in Grand Army
circles throughout the country in the
The interest
coming encampment.
manifested is particularly great in
among the thousands of veterans who
have taken part in the numerous battles in the vicinity of Chattanooga.
The Anheuser-Busc- h
Hundreds of visitors every day go through
main plant, and
Many of them have never had an opbranches give employment to 7,500 people.
with guides to inspect this immaculate inportunely to revisit the historical bat;
stitution.
The main plant covers 142 acres, equal
tlefields and they are highly pleased
70
blocks.
to
it without the convicsee
are
There
One
110
cannot
city
separate
at the prospect of returning as visittion that quality is an Anheuser-Busc- h
rule.
buildings, a city in themselves.
ors to the scenes so vivid in their
memories of the bloody war.
The preparations for the encampAnheuser-Busc- h,
ment are progressing rapidly and with
enthusiasm. New features of enterTtie Largest Plant of lis Kind
Some of ihe Principal
fa,
in the World
tainment, calculated to please the visBuildings
itors, are constantly added to a program already, overflowing with interf f
1
1
d !i
esting and pleasing features. There
8 "
M
(if
o hi
will be visits to the famoifs battle5) tl 'B W in jij .6 'fa
:5 lfl
S5i a !!i is id
I?
fi
the
and
around
fireworks
&3
fields
city;
t
nightly signal fires on Lookout moun(a
iJ
r,Bf fci "rc enurau
!""t
tain and the other heights In the viIt t "' .it '
cinity, regimental and state reunions
f!!iiiiiiiiii miiraiiii
at various points of interest in the
of
Chattanooga, easily
surroundings
reached by street cars or automobile;
B. F.
exhibithere will be
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Distributor
tions on the Tennessee river, steamboat excursions and a sham battle at
Chickamauga park.
Various auxiliary organizations of
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berve it in the country. ake the motor car, the
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friend or two, some sandwiches
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FOUR

OADS DAY

LiS BOOMING
EVERYWHERE
DR. W, T. BROWN IS BACK FROM
DENVER AND HAS GONE TO
SANTA FE TO STIR UP SPIRIT
SCHEME IS TAKING WELL.
Good Roads day plans are booming.
Indications now are that there will bo
men in the
few, if any,
Btate who are not out on the roads
'
and at work bright and early on the
morning of September 10.
Dr. W. T. Brown of Valmora, the
booster who initiated the idea of Good
Roads day, has returned from a trip
to Denver and left last night for Santa Fe to see the boosters over there
and to ask the governor to issue a
proclamation setting aside September
10 as Good Roads day. The governor
will very likely do this.
Arrangements have been made at
Albuquerque to celebrate the eleventh
instead of the tenth, because a circus
comes there on the earlier date and
It was feared it would Interfere with
the roads plans.
Other sections of the state are join,
ing the throng of boosters who are
planning to work the roads and everything is going along swimmingly.
No Worse Than Colorado's
Dr. Brown motored down from Denver and the tr.le he brings of Colorado
roads is a thing to at once shame and
encourage New Mexicans. He declared that for some distance north
of Trinidad the roads were fully as
bad as New Mexico's worst, while
from that point intQ Denver they were
of a sort to make a man think of
able-bodie- d

and without any Incline leading into
them. Their crossings In places are
bad. Much of the road, is of a sort
where one can go speeding along t
25 or "30 miles an hour when all at
once a ditch ehjaws up ahead of you.
You slap on the brakes and wallow
into It and out on the other side, or
slse you drive dead slow all the tfme.
"The roads in places were as bad
as any we have. At others they were
of a sort to remind you of Heaven.
"In Now Mexico, especially around
Raton, I found fairly good roads. They
have beoti working them up there. Jn
Colorado they nave a scheme of dragging their made roads after each rain.
In New Mxlcc where we have made
roads they are neglected.
"As a matter of fact we have no
real roads they are just trails where
some fellow has driven, and another
has followed him, and another and an-- ,
other and another after that. When
they got too bad or too deeply rutted,
somebody would drive out to one
side.
"We must fix all that. We cannot,
make a great many miles o road on
Good Roads day but we can put a lot
of it into repair and we are going to
do It. We must also arrange some
sort of maintenance, but I think that
can be done later. The present thing
is to get culverts Installed where
they are needed, get bad places filled
up, mud holes .drained, where there
are any, Mid geiMnt!iy make the road
a passable cue."
Albuquerq.e Changes Day
(Special Correspondence of Optic)
Albuquerque, Aug. 27 A bat flew
Into the room where the Good Roads

day promoters met Tuesday night at
the Commercial club and circled over
their heads.
"That's a good omen," declared Pr.
W. G. Hope, chairman, as he ducked
a spiral glide. The others took ms
word for it and began planning the
"biggest day's" road work in New
Heaven.
The meeting lasted only an
Mexico.
numwithout
were
times
"Them
in that time those present
but
car
hour,
I
my
"that
he
dropped
said,
ber,"
an
organization and suggest
a
foot deep planned
into ditches more than

ed methods for Inducing a big crowd
of volunteer laborers to work on the

road.
The date of Good Roads day was
changed from September 10 to September 11. A circus will show here
September 10 and they feared that It
might keep many men from working
and also that It might keep merchants from closing their stores.
Mayor Sellers was authorized to ap
point an executive committee of 15.
The mayor will be a member of the
committee. This committee will be
divided into probably five
tees and the executive committee will
attend to getting automooues to take
the workmen to the road and back,
another will ask women to prepare
lunches and boys to carry water. Fore
men will be appointed by a
Men who have experience in
road work will be selected for these
posts.
will have
Another
charge of the road work. Men who
are conversant with the adobe and
gravel beds along the road to be
worked will be given places on this
John S. Beavetf, chairman of the county road board, said
that the board would outline the road
with a plow before work Is commenced. The road work
will learn where adobe and gravel for
building the road bed is available
near the route and have rnis information for the foremen.
will
Still another
have charge of teams. Mayor Sellers said last night that A. B. Stroup
would be chairman of this
Mr. Stroup wants team owners who live in Albuquerque to report
to his office in the Cromwell building.
No trouble is expected in getting
enough teams. The greatest difficulty
is it believed, will be in getting
enough shovelers.. Dr. Hope suggested that they ask Dr. D. R. Boyd to
a holiday for the University of
New Mexico and ask the students to
Dr. J. F. Pearce
work.
suggested
that Mayor Sellers order the police
to arrest all loafers September 10,
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ANDBURNEp

Pimple

Grew

Larger and

Until It Bled.
Cured in a Week by Cuticura Soap

Larger.

Scratched

and Ointment.
"The trouble began on
Burns, Wyo.
my baby when she was about four months
old. A red plmplo was seen at first and it
grew larger and larger all
(the time on the back of nor
'head. It looked scabby and
it itched and burned and
she began to scratch it and
scratched until it would
bleed. Sometimes she could
not sleep and felt pretty
'

cross.

" I tried different remedies,'
and other kinds but nono
of tliom would do any good. The troublo
lasted till she was a year old and I saw an
advertisement of Cuticura Soap and Ointment so I sent for somo. First I washed the
sore part with the Cuticura 8o;ip and then
applied the Cuticura Ointment and loft it on
for a whilo, then I washed it again with tho
Cuticura Soap. Cuticura Soap and Ointment cured tho sore in a week without a
scar." (Signed) I.Irs. Otto F. Hockly, Nov.
22, 1!I12.
When you buy a fino toilet soap think of
tho advantages Cuticura Soap possesses over
the most oxponsivo toilet soap evor made.
In addition to being absolutely pure and
fragrant, it is drftetely yet effectively mo'liratfod, Riving you two soaps in
one, a toiu't and a skin soap at one price.
Cuticura Snap (25o.) and Cutlcu-- n Ointment (5Ui .) are soHlovorywhoro. Sample of
ss
Skin Bo il;..
'each mailed free with 32-"OH icura, Dent .T, lloston."
post-car- d
S"Men who shavo and shampoo v.'ith
will Audit Dost for skin and scalp.

send them to the county jail and put
them to work on the roads.
iDr. Hope has another idea for getting a big force. It is to advertise for
all idle men to be at Second street
and Central avenue the morning of
September 11 so tthat men who did
not want to go could hire them to go
in their places. Mayor Sellers Improved the idea. He suggested that
they not only hire these wornmen, but
go themselves.
"That would be etrurva:ent to man
and a half," said the mayor. "The
hired man would do the man's work'
Several business men felt their biceps

at the mayor's imputation.

Dr. Pearce was not enthusiastic
over Dr. Hope's plan. He wants to
get the "boys" out for a day's labor.
Mr. Stroup commentea on the
"moral influence of getting business
and professional men to work on the
road." Other cities in the state would
follow the example, Mayor Sellers
said, and this would give New Mexico
a good road system within a short

it la stated, has fallen off so that the
demand for insurance of this character has been been very slight in the
past few years.
"I attribute a great part of this to
the widespread use of the telephone,"
said an official of the Insurance company." "In the days when we first
began writing Insurance on stock in
the mountain states a horse thief usu
ally got away with ms prize. He was
usually mounted on as good a horse
as those who followed him and as he
had several hours Btart, was seldom
caught. Now it is easy to arouse an
entire state by telephone, and cause
the arrest of all suspects until the
thief is found. Since one telephone
company covers all the states in the
cojintry they pay special attention to emergency messages
intended to recapture stolen horses.
The owners of horses seem to have
come to the conclusion that it is better to spend their money for telephone
tolls than to pay it out for insurance.
In the past pear we have had many
owners of stock refuse to renew their
policies, saying that the presence of
the telephone in their house was a
practical form of insurance and that
stealing stock would soon be a thing
of the past. Nearly all of them told
of some incident where stolen stock
had been recovered by the use of the
telephone and at a cost considerably
less than our yearly premium. We
used to charge pretty stiff rates but
we have had to drop lower and lower
as the telephone has come into more
general use and now the owners of
stock have come to have acontempt
for the theives knowing they can
catch them easily." At the offices ot the Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraph company the statement was made that
hundreds of captures of horse thieves
who have been trying to run off live
stock are made every year through
their COO telephone exchanges. In
the seven western states in which the
company
operates, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Arizona,
and New Mexico, stock stealing has
diminished perceptibly in the past
few years. The company sends in a
general alarm to all offices in the
district when notified of the theft of
stock and notifies the live stock associations, thus affording a special
and peculiar service to the community
similar to that given by the law officers. In a great many cases the
stock thief does not get a dozen miles
from the ranch where his crime was
inter-mountai- n

committed before the telephone has
warned the surrounding country and
made his escape impossible. Evidence
against him is secured by the telephone also, making his conviction certain. It Is estimated the stock recovered last year by use of the telephone
amounted to more than a million

Ills of Women
Many women suffer miserably from
chronic constipation, causing nervousness, dizziness and sallow complexion.
They, will find that Chamberlain's
Tablets invariably bring relief. These
tablets are easy to take asd pleasant
m effect. For sale by all dealers.

Adv.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 27. Corn was difted
today by continued hot weather southwest.
Opening prices were a shade
to Vz, cent higher, with December at
to
an advance of
to
market
the
sales
on
realizing
Later,
eased off Vn cent. The close was firm
.

to
69, a
with December at 68
net loss of a shade.
Wheat trade was narrow, opening
unchanged to Vi lower, with December
to
a shade to 't cent off at 90
.
After rally to 90 December fell
The close was steady at
to
90
for December a net loss of M
cent.
December oats started unchanged
cent up 43 to 44, but dropped
to

90.

to

43.

were irregular, the opencents lower to 2
ing being
cents higher. January first figures
were: pork $19.42; lard $10.82;
ribs $10.27. The closing quotations
were:
Wheat, September 86; December
Provisions

25

90;

May 95.
Corn, September
CD; May 70.
Oats, September
,May

46.

43;

73;

December

40;

December

g,

CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Pork; September $20.95;

Kansas City, Aug. 27. Hogs, receipts 8,000. Market steady. Bulk
$S.408.90; heavy $8.408.75; pack-er- g
and butchers $8.508.95; lights
$.408.95; pigs $5.757.
Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.509; dressed
western
beef steers $7.508.50;
steers $67.80; southern steers $5
6.30; cows $5.506.25; heifers $4.50
S.75; stockers and feeders $5.25
7.70; bulls $46.25; calves $58.75.
Market 10
Sheep, receipts 5,000.
cents higher. Lambs $6.508; yearwethers $4.50
lings $4.755.60;
5.25; ewes $44.75; stockers and
feeders $35.

January

$19.40;

Lard, September $11.05;
$10.80.
Ribs, September
$10.25.

tied down to await President Wilson's
message to congress.
While Mexican affairs were still uppermost, speculators showed no fears1
as to the outcome and the undertone
was good. Various public utility issues were bid up in striking fashion
and fluctiations in the speculative
leaders were confined to small fractions. Bonds were irregular.
The
general market showed a reactionary
tendency after midday In sympathy
with the decline in Union Pacifio on
the shrinkage of $671,836 in the July
net earnings. Union Pacifio sold a
point under it a best, but the loss elsewhere was trivial.
Publication of President Wilson's
message was without influence on the
market. The only movement of consequence was in Union Pacific which
rallied smartly when support appeared, but did not hold the recovery.
weok.
Active
The maket closed
selling began after delivery, however,
the weakness of Smelting and the
Harriman stocks conveyed an impression that the status of the Mexican
situation was not regarded as encouraging by some speculative interests.
Heaviness was general throughout.
Smelting sold two points under yesterday's close and Union Pacific, Read-nLehigh Valley, New York Central,
Chesapeake and Ohio, and Illinois Central one. The last sales were as follows:
-.
. . 73
Amalgamated Copper
110
American Sungar
95
Atchison ...
1
11
Pacific
Northern
160
Reading
89
Southern Pacific
172
Union Pacific
62
United States Steel
107
United States tSeel, pfd...

January

$11.22; January

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Aug. 27. Stock market

conditions again made for restriction
of business today and trading dwindled to less than half of yesterday's
forenoon total. After the orders in
the hands of brokers at the opening
had been cleared up the market set- -

time.
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Want 2,000 Mert Out
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Evening Herald yesterday:
All good men and true, likewise the
women, who are Interested In good
roads, better highways, superior thoroughfares, passable avenues, practicable wagon routes, automobile speed'
ways, Improved arteries of traffic,
coast to coast trails and plain ordi-nar- p
everyday common or garden
roads are exhorted to appear at Robinson park on Thursday night of this
week and- help stir up some of the
good old fashioned Albuquerque-waenthusiasm for Good Roads day on
September 11.
The executive committee in charge
of the Good Roads day program wants
two thousand (2,000) (count 'em,
able bodied men with able bodied
shovels on Good loads day to shovel
dirt into the wagon and the committee does the rest. All the boosters
need to know on September 11 is hew
to insert a shovel into the ground, lift
It up and empty it into a wagon.
Men who will shovel and men who
will get others to shovel and their
families and friends are urged to turn
out to the rally Thursday night. Prom,
inent meni will make speeches and
there will be a band on hand ready to
drown out. the speeches if they are
dry.
The band will play also between
speeches and it is desired to get out
a big crowd and hold a rousing town

meeting.
Don't forget the
night and make your arrangements
accordingly.

INSURANCE

NOT

SO GOOD INVESTMENT

Soicliots Fyp!Lioli
N V
O
TONIGHT
WEDNESDAY. AUG. 27
l

ADMISSION,
flSST SKDW STAIiTS AT 7:15 SHAH?;

8

and

Stein-Bloc-

10 CENTS

SECOND SHOW STARTS AT 8:15 SHARP

COME EARLY AND GET A SEAT

AS A TELhPHONEEXTTNSION OF RURAL LINES OFFERING RAPID COMMUNICATION
BETTER THAN PAYING PREMI
UMS TO COMPANIES

(Special Correspondence of Optic)
Denver, Col., Aug. 27. One of the
large live stock insurance companies
that has been writing insurance to
protect against stealing jrrses and
other, live stock has decided to withdraw from the business in this section
of the west. The stealing of horses.

h

A FEW SPECIALS IN OUR

BOYS DEPARTMENT

Inducements to Mothers

grade, artistically tailored business suit at $20 to $25 was
unheard of before we entered
the field. You get clothes,
but not Tailored Clothes' such
as we have ready for yon to
try before our big mirrors.

tffi

The Stein Bloch Label
GUARANTEES QUALITY HERE
AND EVERYWHERE ELSE

IAVE YOUR CHILDREN

A

Boy's Suits with
pairs of Trousers

1

or

2

$5.00

Anv Boy's Trousers
worth up to Si. 25, 1.50,
$1.75 and 2.00, special

CJ.GO
Till Opening of School
Received a lot of Men's 25c
and 35c Socks in Wilson and Iron
Clad make, we will put these on
sale at 16c. Ail colors.

READY FOR SCHOOL

Few Words About Correct Shoes for Children
and Girls

;;:S'''':J.''''T

.'

This is the place to start that baby of yours on the way to
e
and shapee
From
little
feet.
the
Moccassins
at
50c to $1.00, to the last pair
ly,
of School Shoes, every Shoe here is the correct kind of its size, carefully planed and made
with a view to the wearer's health, comfort and gracefulnes of carriage. Our Children Shoe
Stock is complete. Some of our nev styles are Gun Metal Button High Top, Pat Buttons
High Topi Vici Kid Cloth Top and different Leathers. Every pair guaranteed to give satisfaction
life-lon- g

well-form-

STOCK

SHALL EXPENSE

That is what you can do now
in Las Vegas, although you
could not a year or two ago.
Our
Smart Clothes
have changed all that. A high

I'il

y

night-rThnrs- day

"

BUT AT COMPARATIVELY

foot-eas-

soft-sol-

ed

From today untitl School commences wo willgivo with every pair of School
ShoBs ens pair of our No 15 Iron Glad Stockings Da sure to ask for tham
SCHOOL
SHOES
in
Boy Scout
Make Our
Special

'The

store

Our

of Quality"

VICTOR

Record
Dept. is

CuJStMj?' ImSuj

J

.E. la's Vegas

(tuttimlsil
.

fegi

t&glG&S) (yfafi

N.M.

Complete
Always Ready
to Play Them
for You

LAS VEGAS- - DAILY. OPTIC,

WILSON READS TO CONGRESS FULL

PERSONALS
E. J. Matthison of El Paso was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
Eeed Holloman of Tucuincari was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
T. Hanfteld of Albuquerque came In
last night for a short stay in Las
Vegas.
G. H. Buxton of Buxton

came in
business
a
short
for
yesterday evening
visit in Las Vegas.
Judge E. R. Wrignt or Santa Fe
came in last night for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
H. L. Bickley of Raton came in
yesterday evening for a- few days'
business visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Larkln of Bara-boWis., arrived In the city last
night for a short visit in Las Vegas.
. J. W. Bowden, representative of the
Colson Fru'it company of Trinidad,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Mr. and Mrs. G.

a.

Cass of Denver,

arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will remain here for several days as
visitors.
Mr. and Mrs S. L. Fisher of Mineral Hill drove in last night from their
home for a few; days business visit
in Las Vegas.
of
H. E. Caldwell, representative
Collier's Weekly, was a business visitor in the city today from his headquarters at Trinidad.
Manager G. A. Erwln of the local
ChiHarvey house, left last night for
next
the
will
be
for
he
where
cago,
two weeks on a vacation.
O. L. Owen came in last night from
Santa Fe for a few days business
visit in this city. Mr. Owen is a member of the state corporation commission.
Mrs. L. V. Spence of Lamy arrived
in Las Vegas last night for a few days
visit with friends here. She made the
artrip from Lamy on a horse and
rived in the 'ity at midnight last

night.

Mrs. Mabel E. Hall, matron of the
New Mexico Norma University dor-

mitory, returned last night from Santa Fe where she has been visiting
trends and relatives for the past few
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs.

''

and

Hugo Schade
daughters came in yesterday afternoon from the Harvey ranch and left
last night for their home In St. Louis.
They have been in Las Vegas for the
past month.
Harry Mossiman or Beulah, accompanied by County Commissioner John
city last night
York, arrived in-t- he
from the Mossiman ranch. Mr. York
has been on a fishing trip near Buelah
for the past few days.
P. H. LeNoir, accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Tooker and Edwin
Rosenthal, left yestedday afternoon
for the Y. M. C. A. camp, where they
will be until the latter part of the
week. Mr. Tooker will act as official
photographer for the camp and will
take a number of views of that place
during his tay there.
is
R. E. Rickard of Dayton, O.,
Porve-nir- .'
El
at
weeks
several
spending
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Cooley, Mrs.
0. Winters and M. L. Cooley left
this morning for El Porvenir ranch
where they will be for the next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Gross and famD.

ily returned to the city yesterday
evening after having been guests at
El Porvenir for the past three weeks.
Mrs. Sign Nahm and children, accompanied by Mrs. D. Roskum of
Brooklyn, left this morning for El
Porvenir where they will be for the
remainder of the week.
Mrs. Anna Simison and sisters, Miss
Anna Luhdgin, and Mrs. J. D. Peters
of St. Louis, and Mrs. D. C. Vienins,
to the
with her children, returned
city today after having been visitors
at El Porvenir for the past two days.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess left this
afternoon for Raton where he will be
for the next few days on business.
Mateo Lujan left last night for
Trinidad for a few days' business visit
r. J. Mdran, postoffice inspector for
this district, left this afternoon for
Albuquerque on oflicial business.
Leon Guy returned this afiornoon
from the Harvey ranch where he has
been for the past week on a vacation.
Mr. and;Alrs. Louis Ilfeld and daughters left this afternoon for their home
at Albuquerque. They have been
guests at Trout Springs for the past
two weeks.

Leroy Brown returned this afternoon from Newton, Kan.', where he
has been visiting friends and relativwu
lor the past two months.
Miss Julia Ettinger returned
this
afternoon from New Orleans, la.,
where she has been visiting relatives
for the past few months.
Mrs. A. S. Moye, a former resident
of Las Vegas but now located
at
Colorado Springs, arrived last evening
and will remain here for seevral days
visiting frends and relatives.
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again and wait for a further opportunity to offer our friendly counsels.
good and in the interest of her own The door is not closed against the repeace, and not for any other purpose sumption, either on the Initiative of
whatever. The government of the Mexico or on our own, of the effort
United States would deem itself dis to bring order out of the confusion
credited If it had any selfish or ulte-- j by friendly
action, should
rior purposes in transactions where fortunate occasion offer.
the peace, happiness and property of
"While we wait the contest of the
a wnole people are involved.
It is rival forces will undoubtedly for a
acting as its friendship for Mexico, little while be sharper than ever, just
not as any selfish interest, dictates. because it will oe plain that an end
" 'The
present situation in Mexico must be made of the existing' situais incompatible with the fulfillment tion, and that very promptly;
and
of international obligations
on the with the increased activity of the
part of Mexico, with the civilized de- contending factions will come, it '.a
velopment of Mexico herself and with to be feared, increased danger to the
In Mex'co as well as
the maintenance of tolerable political
to
those
In
economical
conditions
Central
actually in the fie'.J of battle.
and
America, tl is upon no common oc- The position of outsiders is always
casion, therefore, that the United particularly trying and full of hazard
Slates offers her counsel and assist- where there is, civil strife and the
ance. All America cries out for a whole country upset. We should
earnestly urge all Americans to leave
settlement.
Mexico at once, and should assist
" 'A
seems
settlement
satisfactory
the mto get away in every way posto us to be conditioned on
"'(a) An immediate cessation of sible not because we would mean to
slacken in the least our efforts to
fighting throughout Mexico, a definite
their lives and their intersafeguard
armistice solemnly entered into and
but because it is imperative for
ests,
observed.
scrupulously
them to leave the country. We should
V(b) Security given for an early let
everyone who seems to exercise
will
and free election in which all
in any part of Mexico know
authority
to
take
agree
part.
in
the
most
unequivocal way that we
a
"'(c) The consent of General Huer-t- shall
unhesitatingly watch the future
to bind himself not to be a canfortunes of those Americans who candidate for election as president of the
not get away, and shall hold those rerepublic at this election and
for the sufferings and losses
"'Ml Tho nsnvipmpnt nf all narties sponsible
to
a
definlte
reckoning. That can and
,
tn ntitrio.
of th oWHnn
be made plain beyond the possl- ,'wlll
and
in the most loyal
way In organizing and supporting the
"For the rest, I deem it my duty
new administration.
to exercise the authority conferred on
"The government of the United
me by the law of March 14,1912, ot
States would be glad to play any part see to
it that neither side to the strugIn this settlement or in Its carrpmg
now going on in Mexico receives
gle
out which it can play honorably and
any assistance from this side of the
consistently with international right. border. I shall follow
the best pracIt pledges itBelf to recognize and In tice of
In
nations
matter
the
of neuevery way possible and proper to asthe
trality
by
forbidding
exportation
admlnlstration-choseset
and
the
sist
Of arms or munitions of war of any
up in Mexico in the way and on the
kind from the United States to any
conditions suggested.
"Takinn- all the pristine- conditions part of the republic of Mexico a
suggested by several interest- mtn
of P0"
sH,nt(m t1lfi
and certainly dictated Dy
precedents
the United States can conceive of no ing
man"esl
considerations or prac
reason sufficient to justify those who "u"y
tical expediency. We cannot in the
now
the
to
are
polshape
attempting
circumstances be the partisans of
icy or exercise the authority of Mexico
either party to the contest that now
in declining" the offices of friendship
distracts Mexico, or constitute ourthus offeded. Can Mexico give the
selves the virtual umpire between
civilized world a satisfactory reason
If them.
for rejecting our good1 offices
"I am happy to say that several
Mexico can suggest any better way in
of the
which to show our friendship, serve of the great governments
the people of Mexico and meet our world have given tlis government
international obligations, we are more their generous moral support in urg
than willing to consider the sugges- ing on the provisional authorities at
the City of Mexico the acceptance of
'
tion.
"Mr. Lind executed his delicate and our proferred good offices In the spir
difficult mission with singular tact, it in which they were made. We have
firmness and good judgment and made not acted in this matter under the
clear to the authorities at the City of ordinary principles of international
Mexico, not only the purpose of his obligation. All the world expects us
vist, but also the spirit in which it in such circumstances to act as Mexhad been undertaken.
But the pro- ico's nearest friend and adviser, n'hlg
posals he submitted were rejected, in is our immemorial relation towards
a note the full text of which I take here. There is nowhere any serious
the liberty of laying before you.
question ' that we have the moral
"I am led to believe that they were right in the case or that we are acting
rejected partly because the authori- In the interest of a fair settlement
ties in Mexico City naa Deen grossly and of good government, not far the
misinformed and misled on two promotion of some selfish interest of
points.
They did not realize the our own. If further motive were neces-spirof the American people In
thisjsary than our own good will towards
matter, the earnest friendliness and a sister republic and our own deep
yet sober determination for a just so. concern to see peace and order pre111! inn
HPfimil lOa QTlfl vail in
frr IMTovlrto r
Central America, this consent
did
not
the;.'
believe that the present of mankind to what we are attemptadmlninstraation spoke, through Mr. ing, this attiude of the great nations
Lind, for the people of the United of the world toward what we may atStates. The effect of this unfortunate tempt ln dealing with this distressed
misunderstanding on their part is to people at our doors, should make us
leave them singularly isolated and fee! the more
soemny bound to go
without friends who can effectually t0 the utmost ,ength- of patience and
aid them. So long as the mlsunder- - forbearanC9 ln this
painful and anxious
standing, .continues we can only businesa. The steady pressure of
the time of their awakening to jral f6rce
before many dayg( breaK
a realization of the actual facts. We
the barriers, of pride and prejudice
can not thrust our good' orfices upon
down, and we shall triumph as Mexthem; the situation must be given a ico's friends sooner than we could
little mof-e-' time' to work' 'Itself out' in trlnmnh ns tier enemies and how
;
the new circumstances;- and I believe
much
nandsoineiy wlth how
.
that only a little while will be neces-- '
,
f,or.
sary. For circumstances are new. The conscience and of honor."
rejection of our friendship makes
Gamboa's Reply Broad
them new and will inevnaoly bring its
own alterations in the whole aspect
Senor Gamoa's reply, to the propoThe actual situation of sal submitted through John Lind
of affairs.
the affairs at Mexico City will pres- opens with the statement that the
"Mexican government has paid due
ently be revealed.
"Meanwhile, what Is It our duty to attention to the advice and considerdo? Clearly everything that we do ation expressed by the government of
must be rooted In patience and done-wit- the United States."
calm and disinterested deliberaimputaContinuing It says:
tion. Impatience on our part would tion contained in the first paragraph
be childish, and would be fraught of your instructions, that no progress
with every risk of wrong and folly. has been made toward establishing
We can afford to exercise the safe in the capital of Mexico a governrestraint of a really great nation ment that may enjoy the respect and
which realizes its own strength and obedience of the Mexican people, is
scorns to misuse It. It was our duty unfounded." Senor Gamboa declares
to offer our active assistance. It Is that 18 of the 27 states of Mexico
now our duty to show what true neu- and the three territories and federal
trality will do to enable the people of districts are under' control of the
Mexico to set their affairs in order present
government. He says that
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Is Your Money Bringing G od Returns to You?
No safer nor better, pla.ee than a good farm loan; nets
you 6 per cent; no trouble, no expense; write or ca.ll
to see us for particular.
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PROVISIONAL MEXICAN HEAD
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100 WOMEN'S WAISTS 1
$1.50 - $1.25 - $1.00 1 TODAY'S
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BASEBALL

8s

75c

National League
at Brooklyn.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
Cincinnati at New York.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Chicago

This Lot Consists of

H

Middy Blouses, Shirt Waist
Novelties and the Famous
Balkan Middey

Boston, Aug. 27.
game postponed. Rain.

Boston-Pittsburg-

At the Above Prices this

waisi win uo

n

m

National League

k

n

h

nx

0

0

UX

American League
No games scheduled.

Like Wild Fire

Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the policeman was at the
other end of his beat.

American Association
DON'T

DELAY

IN

YOUB

SELECTION

i
1

NO WAIST

5-1-

ON

APPROVAL

S 25 Cent

0

at

Milwaukee

Minneapolis.

1

Kansas City at St. Paul

I

Western League
Denver at Wichita.
Lincoln at Topeka
St. Joseph at Sioux City.

Store!

at

Des Moines

'

.

Jt

BASEBALL

n

National League
At New York New York, 1; Cincinnati, 0.
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 6; St.
Louis,

.

I

.

Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.

Omaha.

YESTERDAY'S
the southern frontier is open and' at
peace; that the government has an
army of 80,u00 men in the field to
insure comparative peace.
Senor Gamboa says that if the good
offices of the United States "are to
be of the character of those now tendered to us we should have to decline
them ln the most categorical and definite manner."
It suggests that the United States
might best serve Mexico as follows:
"If it should only watch that no
material and monetary assistance Is
given to rebels who find refuke, conspire and provide themselves with
arms and1 food on the other side oi
the border; if it should demand from
Its minor and local authorities the
strictest observance ot the neutrality
laws, I assure you, Mr. Confidential
Agent, that the complete pacification
of this republic would be accomplished within a relatively short time."
Continuing the note says: "His excellency, Mr. vvilson, is laboring under
a serious delusion when he declares
that the present situation of Mexiso
is incompatible with the compliance
of her international obligations, with
the development of Its own civilization and with the required mainte
nance of certain political and eco
nomical conditions tolerable in Cen
tral America. We are punctually
meeting ail of our credits; we are still
maintaining diplomatic missions cordially accepted in almost all the
countries of the world and we continue to be invited to all kinds of International congreses and conferences.
"An Immediate suspension of the
struggle in Mexico, a definite armistice 'solemnly constructed and scrupulously observed' is not possible, as
to do this it would be necesary that
there should be someone capable of
proposing it without causing a profound offense to civilization."
Senator Gamboa depreciates the at
titude of "rebels who style themselves as constitutionalists" because
the refuse to "add their strength to
ours so that all together we would
undertake the great and urgent task
of national reconstruction.
"Were, we to agree with them to
the armistice suggested, we would,
inso facto, recognize their beligerency,
and t that is something wnlch cannot
be done for many reasons which cannot escape the perspicacity of the
government of the United States of
America, which to this day, and publicly, at least, has clased them as
rebels just the same as we have. And
it is an accepted doctrine that no
armistice can be concreted with reb'
els."
Senor Gamboa declares that free
elections are guaranteed by law and
that no fear need be felt that these
laws will not be enforced.
"The request that General Victor-lan- o
Huerta should agree not to appear as a candidate for the presidency
of the republic to the coming elections can not be taken Into consideration, because aside from its strange
and unwarranted character, there is
a risk that the same might be interpreted as a matter of personal dislike."
He declares that the legality of the
government of Huerta canot be dis- -

games.)
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Let us wire your house for
electric light and give you the

best burglar insurance obtain
able at any price. Our service
it yours at minimum cost
W

Las Vegas Light &

Power Company

American League
Philadelphia, 8; St.

At Cleveland
York, 0.
At Detroit

3;

New

Detroit,

6.

Cleveland,

Boston,

7;

Western League
At Wichita Denver, 5; Wichita, 0.
At Topeka Topeka, 6; Lincoln, 3.
At Omaha Des MoInes3; Omaha,

,

IS A

At Boston Chicago, C; Boston, 3.
At Boston Pittsburgh, 3; Boston, 0.
At St. Louis
Louis, 0.

"No Need To
Watch It"
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NEW HOSPITAL
I ILLUSTRATED

BUILDING

FU

COURSE

LECTURE
-

1.

At Sioux

Joseph,

City

Sioux City,

8; St.

7.
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National League
Won Lost

Club
New York

Pet

82

35
44

.604

Pittsburgh.

67
63

54

.538
.538

Philadelphia
Chicago

64

55

Brooklyn

51

Boston

50
48
43

53
65

Cincinnati
St. Louis

75
77

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
HUMOR, and PATHOS of TRAVEL

.701

Col. R.B. T WITCHBLL, Sept. 22

.447

SOLDIERS of the CROSS

.435
.390
.359

American League
Club

Philadelphia
Cleveland

Washington
Chicago
Boston

Detroit
St. Louis
New York

Won

Lot Pet.

80
72

39
49

.673
.595

67

51

.568

,...65
53
52

59
59
71

.524
.496
.423

48
40

78
76

.381
.345

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND
SEASON TICKETS

n
Western League
Won Lost

Club
Denver
Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha

Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita
puted under

82

44

.651

54
61

.571
.523

....62
.'

57
56

..47

the

Mexican

62
.512
.
.484
66
68 ;:, .456
72
438
81

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

50c

CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS

35c

Pet

..72
67
65

.$1.50

i

7

.367

legislation.
"The confidential agent may believe that solely because of the sincere
esteem in which the people and the
government of the United States of
America are held by the people and
government of Mexico, my givernment
consented to take into consideration
and to answer as briefly as the matter permits, the representations of
which you are the bearer. Otherwise,
it would have rejected them immediately because of their humiliating and
unusual character.
Senor Gamboa proposes the following: "Equally decorous arrangements'
in lieu of those sugested by President
Wilson:
"1.
That our ambasador be received in Washington;
"2. That the United States of America send.us a new ambasador without previous conditions.
"And all this threatening and dis- -

n rj & vj &

r

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

tresing situation wil lhave reached a
hapy conclusion; mention will not be
made of the causes whlcn might carry us, If the tension persists, to no
one knows what Incalculable extremities for two peoples who have tba
unavoidable obligation to continue being fdiends, provided that this friendship is based on mutual respect which
Is Indispensable between two sovereign entities wholly before law; and
justice."
STibscrlbe for The Optic.

AND RETAIL

"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leava
at JIurphey's or I'laza hotel.
Constipation Is the starting point
for many serious' diseases. To ba healthy keep the bowels active and regular. HER BIN 13 will remova all accumulations In the bowels and put the
la. prime condition. Price COc.
Bold by Central Dmg Co. Afiv.
Subscribe for The Optic.
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eveu. Stitch the upper parts of fronts Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
Back
with canvas and line the coat throughL.
J.
915
Lincoln,
Hackl,
St,
satin.
Eighth
or
SIMPLE CLOTHES
farmer
a
out with
gay silk
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
Thus a dark blue suit may have a 111., was recently cured of a bad case
THE
BEST
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
a
of
with,
started
kidney trouble that
vivid green or red lining, a brown
one can be lined with orange or a lame back, and says: "I &m certainly
thankful in getting a cure of my kidFOR Y0UI2G GiRL warm yellow.
ney trouble by using Foley Kidney
cloth
Make the rolling collar of the
0. G.
them yourself.
on both sides stiffened with canvas. Pills. Try
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
f
and
measure
It
four
should
H
Ady.
Something Mother Should Re- inches at back of neck, rolling into a
six
to
three-incdepth, and widen
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
member When Selecting the
second and
inches at the lower edge, which forms CENTENARY OF FARM BATTLE
A. M. Regular comfourth
27.
One
hun
Thursday evening each
Morrisburg, Ont., Aug.
a rever shape cut in a sharp diagonal
School Trousseau.
munication first and month at W. O. W. hall.
I
from the point of the V neck opening, dred years ago this autumn occurred
Visiting
third Thursday In brothers cordially Invited. Howard T.
I
six
the outer edge of the collar being
the battle of Chrysle's Farm, one of
A
sacn
month. Visiting Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhlll, Secrethe inner.
the notable engagements of the last
ALL MUST BE SERVICEABLE Inches longer than
brothers cordially to- tary.
Stitching Cuffs and Collar.
war between Great Britain and the
I
uted. Win. P. Mills.
The sleeves are a plain,
United States. Today the centenary RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVES- W. M, H. 8 .Vaa Pettwn, Secretary.
coat sleeve set into the armhole withRules
was
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
Have
Strict
a
celebrated with grand rally of
Most Institutions
out fullness. Finish the bottom with
TISEMENTS
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues-da- y
to
school
Choose
Best
eastern
Ontario
children
turn-bacinches
of
cuff
three
Concerning Finery
a straight,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
of the month in the vestry rooms
Materials That Will Withstand
deep. The cuff laps on the outside of and a military display furnished by Flve cents per line each Insertion.
,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-k4- i
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock D.
Hard Wear Blouse May
arm, is stitched on outer edge, and an troops drawn from the same section. Estimate six
ordinary words to a line.
4 Tuee-b- " m.
inch within it and has three buttons Tomorrow the celebration will conyfc ilar conclave n?c,
Suit TaSte.
Visiting brothers are cordially inNo
to
ad
less space than two
occupy
the
where
of
set on the line
stitching
day in each month at Ma- vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
clude with a program of addresses by
All
lines
advertisements
charged
time Is at hand when the cuff laps.
sonic Temple at 7:8 p. m. G. M.
men prominent in Canadian
"Johnny, did you eat that apple?"
Greenclay, Secretary.
public will be booked at space actually set
The edge of the collar is stitched in
Bmall daughter must he made
Kink el. B. C. ; Chas. Tamme,
mamma."
of
half
ate
It,
"I only
life.
coat.
as
the
Though
to
same
'
1
the
way
without regard to number of words.
ready for school. If she is
"What did you do with the othei
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
The battle of Crystler's Farm was Cash In advlnce
stay at home this may only mean this collar is finished to wear plain,a
preferred.
todtr
11
if
more
1.
much
is
SI
suit
Meets every Monday evening at
the
on
stylish
3,
but
CanNovember
or
a
of
the
two,
frock
fought
the
11,1
making
"I ate that first, niamaia."
s
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY their
in
adian side of the St. Lawrence, behall on Sixth street. All visiting
boarding school is In order there must moire or striped silk facing
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con brethren
or in some vivid contrasting low
be more or less of a trousseau. Foi
sixteen
hundred
cordially invited to attend.
Ogdensburg.
used with it. As the silk soils
is
shade
is
vocation first Monday in F. D.
a
frock
definite
the
former
frequent
FRIVOLOUS
N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
Americans
under
and
Fries,
General
Boyd,
hem it on
each month at Masonic T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
ly needed, many schools Insisting up and wears none too well,
British
1,500
Colonel
under
a
it
troops
of
part
instead
hand
making
on a sort of uniform for wear during by
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
the school hours. Mothers should find of the collar as Is customary. In this Morrison, were engaged in the con
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O. Trustee.
Cut
flict. The Americans were repulsed
this put to avoid the possibility of way It may easily be removed.
but
Blood,
shaDe
as
collar,
same
the
Secretary.
the
be
cannot
that
dresses
with a loss of 102 killed and 33
making up
about half an inch smaller, then turn wounded.
worn.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
cov
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Though there may be no required in the edges so the silk line just
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Hem
S. Meets first and third Fridays
style of frock, every mother should ers the inner line of stitching. blind
at Woodmen of the World hall,
a.
OPTIC'S
Love
MAIN
NUMBER.
In
every nome where there is a
consider careful!'- iho.s.tyle and mate- with tiny stitches or join with
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
a
.
be
there
also
bottle
of
should
baby
Remember stitching.
rial for the sell :;;l
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
The kind of blouse to wear with .McOEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be
for the next ;::!! or len months the
needed at any time to correct sour
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
clothes that wUi t. lie the most def such a suit depends largely upon indi- stomach, wind
colic, diarrhoea or
Main 329.
Some girls wear the
inite imprcbfcion ;.ru those worn five vidual taste.
Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting
wholesummer
It
a
is
complaint.
days of the week to school. Half worn heavier white waists of pique, madras, some remedy, contains no' opium, mor- WANTED Good cook. Apply 1027
members are especially welcoa ad
be
should
party dresses or overdressing are no or galatea nil winter. They
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
NO.
or
of
216.
street.
Phone
Main
phine
drug
injurious
any
Eighth
cordially invited.
longer countenanced by fashionable made on severe tailored lines, open in
25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by
102 Meets every Monday night at
which
a
box
front
under
so
should
through
less
be
much
plait
mothers, and
Central Drue Co. Adv.
WANTED Experienced dining room O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
by mothers who must do the sewing the buttonholes are worked lengthwise
S o'clock.
can
Visiting members are corhelp. Plaza hotel.
LOCAL TIME CARD
for their children, writes Jane Barton down the center of thu plait. One
Confidence Well Founded
select a kimona pattern with the long
welcome.
J. O. Wertz, Presiin the Chicago Tribune.
dially
The implicit confidence that many
In getting ready for school, especial shoulder lines, if becoming, or, if Bet people have in Chamberlain's Colic, WANTED Good
girl for general dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
ly for the school frock, I cannot over in sleeves are used, make the blouse Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
Eas. Bound
housework.
Mrs. H. G. Coors, 52' Bally, Treasurer.
emphasize the doctrine of simplicity with Gibson tucks tb give more full founded on their experience in the
Arrive
Depart
Washington.
If nothing else induces you to make ness. Many or tne newer sniriwaist use of that remedy and their knowlMeets second and No. 2.. .. 9:10 p. m... 9:15 p. m.
B. P. O. ELKS
and
front
both
models
have
yokes
simple clothes for your schoolgirl, try
edge of the many remarkable cures
11:05 p. m.
She Do you like light opera?
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 4.. ..11:05 p. m
to remember
are much smarter back, but quite as many are plain. A of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that
He Not too light. I like to have and far hotterthey
a. m.
.2:10
on
a.
street
and
home
2:05
m...
is often set on the left it has effected. For sale
Ninth
..
month
Elks'
8.
No
deal-ermemtaste.
pocket
Another
patch
by all
thera turn off the light every once in
2:10
side.
brothers
1:45
.
.
m....
p. m.
avenue.
is
not
10.
No.
Adv.
p.
Visiting
Douglas
ory jog nothing that
eminently
V while when you are with me.
serviceable will pass muster for school
Height of the Collar.
FOR SALE Bedstead, springs
West Bound
and are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
wear.
Many girls wear the slightly low colArrive
Depart
dresser; oak in good condition; Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Subscribe for The Optic.
There are two distinct styles of lar all winter. This is supposed to hardFRIENDLY TIP
No. 1.. .. 1:20 p. m.;.. 1:45 p. in.
office.
cheap.
Secretary.
Opply
Optic
not
be
nearly
dressing for the schoolgirl who has en the throat. It should
No. 3.. .. 6:10 a. m... 6:15 a. m.
reached her "teens."
First there is so much of a dip as the summer
COUNA
OF COLUMBUS,
few pieces of good KNIGHTS
FOR SALE
No. 7.. .. 4:20 p. m... 4:30 p. m.
the tailored suit worn with separate blouse, not more than just to the base
CARRIAGE
6:35 p. m. . 7:00 p. m.
AUTOMOBILE,
furniture. 1109 Douglass avenue.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No. 9..
blouses. This has many advantages, of the throat.
as a variety of waists can be worn
The winter white blouse is more
AHO
' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
with one suit, and the girl looks well stylish when made with colored colATTORNEYS
MODERN five room residence for sale Pioneer building. Visiting members
SIGN PAINTING
on the street. Then, too, ihe mother
.
or trade. Bargain. Must be sold are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
who is not equal to doing all her
N. O.
HUNKER & HUNKER
this week. See owner 1101 Elev G. K. ; Frank Angel, F. S.
daughter's sewing can buy a well cut.
429 GRAND AVE.
St.
enth
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
serviceable suit and make the blouses
Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURat home.
New Mexico
Choose "Material for Hard Wear.
FOR SALE Small tent field glass,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in Las Vegas,
If you are sufficiently
Professional Health Culture for Ladies
expert to
sine tools, fencing foils, Marble W. O. W. hall, Sixth Btreet, on the
tackle the Buit by yourself, choose a
MRS. OLL'IE SHEARER
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
safety ax. 821 Eighth Street.
material that will stand hard, wear.
General Massage Hair and Scalp
and
8
m.
at
month
p.
Visiting Knights
Nothing is better than an English
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure FOR SALE Four room house and Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
tweed, a rainproof serge or cheviot,
Plaza
Dentist
Hotel
,
Finantwo
sun room,
lots, well, city
or an all wool diagonal. Do not go In
President; A. D. Tillman,
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Dental work of any description at
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
for novelties or extreme styles In the
school suit, especially of you can afmoderate prices
244, East Las Vegas.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
ford but one. A dark blue, a rich
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Block, Tel Main 136
Center
Room
1,
1011
Sixth
street,
Assistant Deputy,
brown, or a dull red Is always in good
918
rooms
at
Little
Mrs.
has opened
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
FOR SALE Bargain;
house, East Las Vegas, N. M.
style. The checks and striped maLincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Masell
stable and fruit orchard; city
terials in dark colors are also good,
sage.
Only latest methods are emwater; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave.
but one tires of them sooner. Always
ployed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 6 p.
"My husband always Is the seve- have the goods sponged. It costs litm.
No work done on Saturdays exrest critic of the gowns I wear."
tle to have this done in the stores and
Price 50c
"Well, Judging from what I hara the luster of the material is not lost
cept by appointment.
and much valuable time Is saved to
tteard, he has to go some If he la."
Appointments made for work at ladies'
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
the home dressmaker.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house-keepifrom 8:30 to 9:30 p. m.
homes
Get a good pattern, being sure to
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Prre Ice,
721 Fourth street.
price $1.00
ALL THE COMFORTS
.
choose one that Is girlish in Its lines.
:
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
The Norfolk jacket Is always In good
25c per 100 lbs
FOR RENT Two room furnished
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery ........
style for a school suit; so is the1
921
Lincoln.
box
loose
40c
coat
house.
with
lines, posstraight
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
w r fv a t
sibly belted a trifle at the hack. Miss50c
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
es' patterns are usually ordered by
FOR RENT Five room cottage on
the age number unless your daughter
hi'il.
Phone Purple 5301.
is
be out of the normal measurements,
In which case always mention It.
200 Lincoln Av
I This
Phone Main 227
A simple, stylish suit for the schooldougirl has a four gore skirt with a
Silver
LOST Diamond pin, figure 8. Reble box plait at the back and opens
down the left side with an overlapping
turn to Mrs. W G. Haydon, 110S
and cuffs. These may harmonize
lurs
-iuse
tuck an inch and a half wide. This Is with the suit or form a
Seventh street and receive reward.
contrast
sharp
faced back to the depth of fifteen
be of white embroidered
better
or,
yet,
.20c per 100 lb
inches and Is stitched on both edges. in a touch of color. A pretty hnisn is
EMPRESS
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
25c per 100 lbs.
The placket Is cut about ten Inches a
In
a cool draft when you
If you sit
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
scallop on the edge with several
30c per 100 lb
are heated and get a stiff neck or
deep and fastened with hooks and eyes rows of eyelets or satin stitches ot
FLOUR
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
on the under side. The lowet edge of
will
for
be
lame
looking
you
40c
back,
stitcheo
cross
per 100 lbs.
dots on the inside. The
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
the tuck Is cut in a diagonal line and collars on the canvas weaves or a
something that will ease the pain
Dili
per 100 lbs
......50c
Each
50
very
lbs.,
Less than
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
beneath It two side plaits fall to the
It 's giving you
voile are also smart. Another
heavy
of
out
talked
he
LINIMENT
don't
and
of
Six
the skirt.
bottom
buttons, bone
effect Is to have double collars
a present for
A
or eilk covered, are set an inch and a dainty
it, because it is the best pain relieving
U A
the under of a vivid color,
and
cuffs,
liniment you can get anywhere. Price
half apart from the bottom of the tuck the
maone of some transparent
ing something
upper
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
.
up. The bottom of the skirt reaches
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
as a thin white voile. It is cut
"d"
do wiy
Centra) Drug Co. Adv.
Mrs. B But Isn't it hard to go
to the ankles or shorter, according to terial,
you
under
sections,
as
the
same shape
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
the age of your daughter, and Is fin- the
things done in a country town?
small
when
a
OFFICE 701 DOUGLA8 AVENUE
and
inch
an
quarter
about
but
you
way
MEET
MIISSIO NTEACHERS
Mrs. W. Dear me, no. Why, our ished with a four-inchem, or may be er, and is edged with a narrow picot
how Much
plumber comes 'round first thing In faced if material 'is scarce.
(Special Correspondence of Optic)
edging for a finish.
the morning after every cold snap.
Aug. 27. With a total
Albuquerque,
Cutting the Coat.
Belter EMPRESS
Materials for Blouses.
of 40 delegates expected to attend,
The coat, which reaches about two
too
entail
Where white blouses
FLOUR really is. g the annual conference of Congrega
Inches below the hip line, is cut on much
DENSE IGNORANCE
washing there are good looking
on
the
lines,
Made by GERtional Methodist and Presbyterian
long straight
something
wash silks in darkish tones.. Many
1
old reefer style. The back is entirely
but
teachers engaged in work among the
flannel
wear
waists,
wash
girls
MAN PROCESS
plain, with a strap six inches long and think it a mistake, since they are like
Spanish-Americapopulation of New
s
wide at the
an inch and
to catch cold when changing to
COUPON FROM
Mexico
ly
ONE
begins today at the Harwood
waist line. The ends are pointed and thinner afternoon and evening gowns
h.hh Ai in i tin
home on North Fourteenth 6treet. A
finished with a button in each point
the most serviceable blouse 1
& I AMPS
most interesting and helpful program
FIVE
The fronts are cut as if for a plain Probably
is that the color of the suit, made
YOU THE
BRINGS
double breasted coat fastening on a line
has been arranged for the week. The
with collar and cuff bands, furnished
IT 'S
SPOON
with the side tuck on the skirt and
conference will close next Monday.
with buttons at regular intervals, to
stitched to the same depth. The edjre which
GENUINE WM.
collars
Classified iuU lefcrch out the people to whom among ah
buttoned
be
fancy
may
of the coat is cut straight for thirteen
&
ROGERS
colored
or
silk,
NOTICE..
either white
particular thing is worth most.
those who MIGHT BUY th
o fourteen inches
the length of the and cuffs,
SONS' A A
or pique.
canvas,
and
embroidered
Jara
Fishing
The
La
Hunting
coat varies somewhat to make it beSTANDARD
Even in making the dark blouse,
That property rou want to sell Is WORTH MOST o
ciuh has leased the La Jara and Tip
comingthen Is cut in a shape diag- choose a material that will launder
SILVER
hear w
two
northern
are
the
which
lakes,
who reads the ds. in taui nawspaper and woald bcts
onal to center front at the point of
)
of challls is service
lakes
ot
the collar, Joining slightly above the A nice quality
most
of
th
Kroenlg's
hera.
advertised
group
were
U
Some of it comes
your property unless
bust line or higher If your daughter able and cheap.
No
of the Ten Lakes Land
that adds
FRENCHhas a weak chest and the low cut with a little satin stripe
hunt or
Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newsjaper waat
person will he allowed ,
Crepe de
much to its appearance.
GREY (STERnecks are unsafe.
mem-oers
be
in
are anxious to pay cash for) hooks, automobiles, used machlaary
the
cost more
fish upon this property except
Fasten the diagonal edge with hooks chine, though It an excellent school
LING) FINISH
and
all
and
makes
gofurniture, articles of saetulness of any sort, and musical !i
persons
of
club,
the
and eyes or a fly for buttons and but ginning,
as
'
linen
well
as
washes
as
it
struments.
tonholes.
ing there must be prepared to show
Button the straight stitched blouse,
EMPRESS
In
this
card
lower edge with six buttons to carry and wears splendidly.
organizaa membership
As the classified ads. ara read by all poultols buy sis, of all .
The illustration shows a blouse
on the line of those used on the skirt.
be cb- - tion.. Otherwise they will he arrestwith
can
trimmed
nlnon
of
coatee
printed
slbla aorta of thiass, they kave coma to be finders of the bast an,'
Work buttonholes on the right edge
'Waldo Boane My esteemed run'
ed for trespassing.
lace. The sleeves are
in this city from
keta.
between the stitching, and sew but black tulle and
tained
."I'm pained to learn that yen la!;::
lace epaulettes let
THE LA JARA HUNTING
to.'ir. to corrwjx-ndon the left front a novelty with little
,drr the Impression that "(.'.;s":.j ....
Tamr "
AND FISHING CLUB.
in oo Uia shoulder
Mta.mre
,1s t brakfast' food.
iy. to get the tapping
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the
Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the GOCYCLE is yours.
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
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LOCAL NEWS
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FIELDING

Regular dance at F.

B.

Hate

Green Tomato

Cauliflower

Celery

Mango Peppers

From 6:30 to 8:30 at Potters, Ice
cream sodas, 5 cents. Adv.
Bourbon
Adv.

wanted Cotton rags. Must
large clean and soft. Optic Pub.

be
Co,

$

6

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
e
i

f

'

'

L-i-

',1

v

aw

First showing of fall millinery
Tuesday, September 2, at Strass' Bon
net Shop. Adv.
The Ladles' Aid society of the First
Christian church will hold a meeting
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. C. E. Lewis, 1025
Fourth street.

STEARNS' STORE

.1

fc

Q

Greast Comfort

Baby's

n A V lii

Mother's Greatest

HOUSE

Convenience
JS

WITH

Adv.

Chile Peppers

iRflVQ

THREE WIDELY DIFFERING FILMS

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. ged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Libby, of course.

Cucumbers

TO

at 6:21

lamps

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar.

WE HAVE

27, 1913.

hall tonight.

LOCAL

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

CHOVFICALILLI

NIGHT IS

ATTRACT HANY TO

Adv.

CIIOV

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

The city water wagon has received
its new coat of paint, and now makes
a very attractive appearance. Grey
and black, lightened by red, make
up the combination that was applied
by Mao Evans, driver of the fire team.
The Las Vegas Light and Power
company as fast as cinders are made

IN
ACTOR
FAVORITE
STELLAR ROLES IN EACH, AP
PEAL TO CROWDS.

Tonight at the Photoplay theater
three of the most interesting pictures
ever shown in Las Vegas will be pro
duced. Romalne Fielding, star movie
actor, will appear in the leading parts
In all three. These pictures feature
Mr. Fielding In three different charac
ters and will he intensely Interesting.
Managers Duncan and Browne announced this morning that the first
show would start at 7:15 sharp. The
shows will run continuously until the
crowds have been accomodated.
Mr. Fielding and his company will
attend one of the shows In a DOdy.
The local people are greatly intereet- ed In the work that if being done toy
are
the Lubin company here and
anxious to see. the picture that has
already been taken here. Managers
Duncan and Browne will arrange to
have this picture shown here as Boon
as it is released to the public. The
Lubin company is at present staging
a pne reel feature on account of the
back work hut the following work will
be composed of two, three and six reel
features as Mr. Fielding has practicThere
ally given up one reel work.
Is little doubt but that the Photoplay
theater will be well attended tonight.

Se-rol-

September
laboratory appren Taschner.
tice (male) salary $480 to $540; struc
When calling for the above please
tural draftsman, first class (male) ask for "Advertised Letters."
$150 per month; structural draftsman,
F. 0,, BLOOD, Postmaster
second class, (male) salary $150 per
month and less; junior field engineer,
(male) salary $1,380 to $1,500. Octo
FE SUED
ber 8, teacher of metal working and SANTA
FOR
mechanical drawing (male) salary
$720; apprentice fish culturist (male)
FAT SUM CLAIMED
salary $900 to $1,200. October
scientific assistant salary $900 to $2,- 460. For all other information con
AS
cerning these examinations see J. R.
Lowe at the local postoffice.

IN A

Storgis Luxury Boggy
The only

Go-Car- t

ha.ving the famous
Luxury Back
-

&

mi
HI

The Sturgis is the Lightest and yet the
BE SURE AND SEE OUR. COMPLETE LINE

Blue Series

Included
$5.00 $6.00 and
$7.50 Suits. Your
Choice for 3

Only

Days

C. JOHNSEN

J.

IN THE HOUSE

Norfolk and
School Suits

in the World.

Go-Ca- rt

ANY BOYS SUIT

are covering their trolley tracks all
over the city. This work Is not only
a benefit to the power company but
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
also makes a good covering for the
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
city streets as the cinders spread the week, ending August 23, 1913:
after being placed on the tracks.
Don Jose Dolores Abeyta; Pat Ara- gon; Dr. W. E. Browne; Mrs. Mary
The following civil service examina Clark and Mrs., Cook; C. L. Carter;
tions will be held in this city on the J. S. Clayton; Miss Rita Gallegos;
dates mentioned: September 10, vet- Miss Lucia Garcia;
Miss Agnes
erinarian (male) salary $1,200. Sep- Grimes; C. A. Hitch (2); Mrs. E.
tember in, publicity expert (male) Hunt; Harry McCandless;
Antonio
salary $8 per day. September 17, dy Martinez; T. P. Russell; Martin
namo tender (male) salary $900; flsh
Jack Sullivan (2);' J. Harry
culturlst (male) salary $00 to $1,200. Stump;
Nicolas
Sandoval; John

AFFORDED

AUTO DkHVERY WAGON
OUr Ati
Insure Prompt Deffverlem at Minimum Expenmo
Quick delivery means satisfied Customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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Shirts. 75c and 85c
Values

"
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A full line of Boys
Blouse Wai ts xnd

SON

Invcstjcite its

uit-rit- s

LERJ

i

,

auu ubiain full pariiuiilrs from

CHARLES ILFELD GOMPMHY, .fluents

17-1-

'

W

I

y-

-r

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

SEE
3

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR

Oflllli

LEW!

at The Palac

16-1-

has suffered double curvatire of the
spine, injury to left eye and also to
his hearing. He charges that his
head was otherwise injured.
OVERLAND MODF.l, 59 T
WILLIAM E. DAVENPORT, A FIREThe suit for such a large sum has
MAN, ALLEGES THAT HE WAS
aroused interest and was the topic of
FOREIGN THIEVES BUS
INJURED $50,000 WORTH IN FALL
Telephone or call and we will have our demonconversation in railroad and other
Geneva, Aug. 24. An international
AT GALLUP.
circles today.
gang of express train robbers, who
show you
"work" in Switzerland every summer
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 27. William
We pay 5c a pound for nice large
season, have made several victims
E. Davenport, through his attorneys
clean cotton rags.
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co
lately. An Englishman, Mr. Stewart,
Optic Publishing
and Jamison of Albuquerque, Co.
was robbed between Lugano and Milan Vigil
has filed suit in the United States dis
in the express, his pocketbook, con
Phjne Main 544.
Whalen, & Fowler Props
trict court, against the A. T. and S
taining $400 in notes, being taken, F. railroad,
asking damages in the
while a Baltimore merchant lost $5,000
ON PASSION
sum of $50,000 for alleged injuries LECTURE
lna similar fashion between Munich
sustained.
and Lucerne. On the way from VienHe charges that on November
9,
PLAY INTERESTS
na to Zurich Mrs. Hitch of Chicago
1912 he fell into a turntable pit at
had her jewel case stolen.
Gallup belonging to the railroad and
A wealthy Hungarian staying at the
TO-SliiiUSE
he was permanently injured. He
that
Hotel Beau Sejour, here, on his way
declares that as a result of his fall he
to
with his family was
C. W. G. WARD'S TALK LISTENED
hustled in a first-clas- s
carriage by
TO ATTENTIVELY
BY t NUMBER
t ravelers, and found him-stlALL
OF LAS VEGAS' BEST PEOPLE;
relieved of his pocketbook, conMRS. REIMER SCORES HIT
taining $300. Under similar circumstances a Brazilian visitor to Lau
The lecture on the Oberammergau
sanne, while taking the express to
Passion Play .delivered at the Duncan
Paris, lost a large amount.
,
opera house Monday evening by C. W.
The police are making every inquiry
5
G. Ward was well received and made
but so far no arrests have been made.
a very favorable impression. The
Seplecture showed the effects of close
Ice cream sodas at Potter's 5 cents
fiom 6:30 to 8:30. Adv.
study of the conditions generating the
play and was delivered in pleasing
and effective style.
Bring your clean cotton rags to the
Mr. Ward spent some months at
Optic. We buy them. 5c a pound.
the Passion Play several years ago,
writing articles on it ior certain
. .
Miss Grace Borrodalle of Albuquer
American newspapers and had ample
que came in this afternoon and will
to
observe
the
opportunity
peculiar
remain in Las Vegas for the next
celebration from all standpoints. His
few days visitng friendslecture is the result of this study, it
. .
was beautifully Illustrated with more
than 50 of the handsomest slides seen
here in a long time.
LEFT $50,000 TO HER LAWYER
Mrs. Reimer scored a decided hit
(By Optic A. P. Leasea Wire)
with
27.
her vocal solos. Her voice Is
When
Md.,,
Aug.
Cumberland,
1
new to the local music lovers, but is
the will of Mrs. Margaret McCray was
one of remarkable range, sweetness
filed1 today it was found she had be
I
and power.
in,
queathed her automobile and the re
mainder of her estate, estimated at
George Smith, who sang several
solos, is too well known to need com$50,000, U her atty.ney, J. Phillip Romendation. Suffice it to say that he
man. Mrs. McCray. who died yester
acquitted himself in .his usual pleas- 1
McCray,
day, was the widow of
.
D. L.
a theatrical manager
ing manner.
This lecture was the second of a
AT
series given by local people for the
benefit of the Ladies' home. The
third will take place at an early date.
Mrs. Dell Chambers returned today their home at that place. They have
from a few weeks visit with friends been at the Y. M. C. A. camp for the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
.
and relatives at Trinidad.
past few weeks.
The Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main 20 and Olive S174
LOST Salesmans price book. Leave
Mrs. F. W. Thomas and children of
Subscribe for The Optic.
at Optic and receive reward.
Topeka, Kan., left this afternoon for

DAWS

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Raynolds, Vice President.1
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds, Oashler.
E. D

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

$100,000

'

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Tlmo Deposits

AT THE HOME of THE BEST

OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

RICDELIEU CANNED GOODS

The Best That Money Can Buy

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD
CO. STORE

strator
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d

g
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mm

EXCURSIONS

S8

POINTS

IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to

tember 3Q, 1913, good.to return

up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

$11.90
(Pueblo
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
$16.60
Denver,

6 lbs. for

Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
nihov reninls. nlonco
limit Fn fiop

I call at ticket office.

W.

EL PORVENIR

EVEBTBODY READS TOE LIS VEGAS OPTIC

I iipe

SUMMER

BATCHELOR. Agent

IBOUGHER S

